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Abstract
The thesis computationally simulates 10 different voting procedures for small
numbers of voters and small numbers of competing alternatives so as to study the
vulnerability of these procedures to strategic voting. This is followed by a study of
vulnerability of strategic voting to the variation in the amount of information that
individual strategic agents possess. The susceptibility to strategic voting is shown to
be a function of the number of election participants, of the number of competing
alternatives, of the used voting procedure and prominently of the amount of
information that the individual voter holds about other voters’ voting preferences.
Once we strip the agent of the full knowledge of the collective preference profile, we
confirm the vulnerability of strategic voting both to an absolute and relative reduction
in the amount of information. A minimal reduction in strategic agent’s holding of
information severely threatens her ability of successful strategic manipulation.
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Abstrakt
Diplomová práca počítačovo simuluje 10 odlišných volebných procedúr pri nízkom
počte voličov a nízkom počte súperiacich alternatív za účelom ohodnotenia
zraniteľnosti jednotlivých procedúr voči strategickému hlasovaniu. Následne
študujeme zraniteľnosť strategického hlasovania voči variácii v miere informovanosti
strategického agenta. Dokumentujeme, že miera náchylnosti ku strategickému
hlasovaniu je funkciou počtu hlasujúcich, počtu súperiacich alternatív, použitej
volebnej procedúry a predovšetkým miery informovanosti jednotlivca o
preferenčných profiloch ostatných voličov. Zbavenie strategického voliča jeho plnej
informovanosti o kolektívnom preferenčnom profile poukazuje na prudkú
zraniteľnosť strategického hlasovania voči absolútnemu i relatívnemu úbytku v miere
informovanosti. Minimálny úbytok v miere informovanosti strategického voliča vážne
ohrozuje jej schopnosť úspešnej strategickej manipulácie.
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1. Introduction
A modern social choice theory is dominated by two results. First is the famous
Arrow’s impossibility theorem, which states that there exists no voting system for
three of more alternatives, which would be universal, would not break independence
of irrelevant alternatives assumption, weak Pareto efficiency or non-dictatorship and
which still would produce transitive and consistent results. The other result is the
Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem, which states that there exists no voting system with
three or more alternatives designed to select a single winner, which would as well be
unrestricted in domain, would not be dictatorial, and which would not provide an
agent, who has a full knowledge of other voters’ preference profiles, with an incentive
to strategically misrepresent her voting preference so as to swing the election outcome
into her favour. The prediction of the theory is clear; no voting system will ever be
able to satisfy all listed desirable conditions.

On the other hand, it would be more than easy to comply with these negative results.
Knowing that a perfect voting system does not exist, much effort is unexpectedly
saved and instead of attempting for a construction of a faultless voting rule, an effort
can be taken so as to analyse the sensitivity of the assumptions of the two theorems.
Alternatively, the currently existing voting procedures can be gathered and we may
inspect their susceptibility towards the undesirable predicted properties.

Our work reacts on the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem, which predicts susceptibility
to strategic manipulation for all non-dictatorial and universal voting procedures. We
react on the assumption made about the full knowledge possessed by the strategic
voter about the individual preference profiles of all voters and we are going to subject
this assumption to a sensitivity analysis.

For this purpose we propose in the first part of our work a function, which evaluates a
distance between any social preference order and strategic voter’s sincere preference
order. Minimisation of the distance between the two orders will in our set-up prompt
the strategic agent towards strategic manipulation. In the second part of our work we
are going to computationally simulate 10 different voting procedures. Via a series of
voting simulations we evaluate the susceptibility to manipulation of the particular
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voting procedures. Thirdly and last, we study the vulnerability of strategic voting to
the variation in the amount of information that the individual strategic agent holds
about other voters’ voting preferences.

We find in our work that the susceptibility to strategic voting manipulation is a
function of the number of voting participants, of the number of competing
alternatives, of the currently used voting procedure and prominently of the amount of
information that the individual voter holds. Once we strip the agent from the full
knowledge of the collective preference profile, we confirm the vulnerability of
strategic voting both to an absolute and relative reduction in the amount of owned
information. A minimal reduction in her holding of information severely threatens her
ability of strategic manipulation. The precision in selecting the correct best
manipulating voting pattern is also decreasing in the relative amount of information
withheld. Consistently, the agent more often ends up with payoffs worse than sincere
voting would yield, when a relatively larger share of information is withheld from her.
These and other results are step by step documented in our work.
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2. Game representation of voting
This chapter proposes a game representation of voting, through which we shall study
the role of information on optimal individual voting strategies. We describe how the
voter decides to cast one ballot rather than another under specific informational
circumstances. For this purpose we need two components. Primarily we need to setup a voting environment and secondly to specify an underlying individual decision
process. These are our primary goals for this chapter. The first component, the voting
environment, accrues to a world of alternatives and a number of voters possessing
individual voting preference and a degree of information about other voters’
preferences. The second component corresponds to one of two alternative modes of
voting behaviour, either to sincere voting or strategic voting, which occur under
altering voting aggregation rules. We aim to introduce these components through the
terminology and necessary assumptions of the game theory employing some notions
from the rational voter model and contrasting our approach to the approach of the
social choice theory.

Social choice theory analyses the extent to which individual preferences can be
aggregated into social preference, or more directly into social decisions. This
aggregation has to be compatible with the fulfilment of a variety of desirable
conditions. We shall use in this chapter some aggregation methods realised by
different voting procedures. From rational voter models voters we will borrow
assumptions on voters’ sincere preferences or utility rankings, by which they rate the
voting alternatives. We use this microeconomic approach to determine an objective
for an individual voter to maximise. This objective will materialise in a distance
function between the individual preference ordering and an aggregated social
preference order. Game theory will merge both approaches and will permit strategic
interactions between players. The resulting game representation of voting will
constitute one of our main contributions in this study. Study of increased interaction
between players, which we expected to positively correlate with deeper profoundness
of player’s information about each other is the other principal contribution and is
studied in next chapter.
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The considered voting procedures correspond to the most common ones. We specify
the majority rule and general majority rule, plurality voting, the approval voting
procedure, Borda’s count and numerous other procedures. In this chapter we will
draw closely on following literature: Mas-Colell, Whinston, Green (1995); Feldman,
Serrano (2006); Turnovec (2001) and Nurmi (1987).

The chapter is organised into five sections. First section introduces a simple decision
problem, by which we shall illustrate our questions and assumptions made. Second
section introduces the voting environment; third section specifies the modes of voting
behaviour. Fourth section further reconciles our assumptions with the introductory
example. Last section specifies eleven different voting procedures, which we use
throughout the whole study.

2.1 Canoe example
Prior to proceeding to specifications on the voting environment and on the modes of
voting behaviour we present shortly an illustrating example that embraces all
necessary assumptions from the subchapters to follow. Most prominently this
example greatly simplifies the essential grasp of variables playing role in the
individual strategic decision taking, above all the grasp of individual information.

The example, let us call it the Canoe example, is overtaken from Allan Gibbard’s
(2008) lectures on moral philosophy, although it originates in the work of Jeske and
Fumerton (1995). Per se it has been widely debated by other authors, consider F. M.
Kamm reacting directly within the very same Gibbard’s (2008) book. Our work
virtually ignores questions raised in moral philosophy and does so on purpose. We
rather perceive the Canoe example through lens of methodology of game theory. We
moreover further adjust this example to our own purposes.

In the Canoe example a number of canoes of children capsizes in rapids. Parents
gathering on the bank can rescue some but not all of the canoes. Parents throw ropes
to the canoes and together pull them to the bank, which determines which canoes are
saved. Nevertheless no parent can pull any two canoes with the same strength. One
parent comes last to the bank and observes the canoes in the rapids and some
preferences of the rescuing crowd. She can tell other parents’ preferences on the basis
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of which parent helps to rescue which canoe(s) and what strength she uses for it. This
late coming parent knows also her own preference, however cruel, subjective or
unfair. Necessarily she is required to behave optimally considering the information
she has observed. This optimal behaviour may involve helping in a manner that does
not copy her own preference, but still maximizes her own (expected) utility. It will be
exactly the underlying decision process that we are about to put under scrutiny. Under
further circumstances we may allow all canoes to be saved, but we let the parents care
for the order of the rescue.

The Canoe example as it is set up can be viewed as a game of one player, although
easily convertible to a game of many players. Although on the first sight all parents on
the bank might be considered as players, the strategies of all of them but the last one
coincide. They save the canoes according to the order, in which they like them the
best. We say that their behaviour is not contingent upon the behaviour of other
parents. That certainly discredits the use of the word ‘strategy’ and words ‘players’,
when referring to them.

2.2 Voting environment
Let us first introduce U as a universe of alternatives, let it be finite, non-empty set of
all possible alternatives, the elements of which are denoted a, b, c… Note, that 2U, socalled power set of U, is a set of all subsets of U. Let T = 2U \ ø stand for the set of all
non-empty subsets of U. Let set A, call it an opportunity set, be such set that A ∈ U .
Let it be an unstructured set of finite cardinality, card ( A) = m . That means that A
contains precisely m alternatives, where m is a positive finite integer. Use index j to
represent a particular alternative from A.

What are the alternatives? The alternatives are the individual canoes, but in general
they may be anything from allocations in an exchange economy, with or without
externalities, to production plans or production and consumption patterns in the
economies with production, or it may be levels of public goods expenditure or
alternatively political candidates, etc. It may just be any alternative pool of choices
subject to collective choice.
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Assume a set of individuals N = {1,2,…,n} to be a non-empty finite set, where all
these individuals clearly understand what will happen to them, if option a ∈ A is
chosen rather than b ∈ A . Use i as an index representing particular individual, who in
our case is a parent of some of endangered children. Essentially she is also a voter,
which votes using her helping rescuing hand.

2.2.1 Preference profiles
Let us assume that each individual i ∈ N has a binary preference relation defined
on A. Let Ri denote this preference relation. We assumed Ri to be a weak relation,
aRib stands for “individual i regards a as at least as good as b”.
The strict preference relation Pi and indifference Ii are defined from Ri in the usual
way:
aI i b ⇔ aRi b and bR i a
aPi b ⇔ aRi b and not bR i a
For the rest of the study, each individual preference relation Ri is assumed to be
complete, reflexive, transitive and anti-symmetric. These assumptions are necessary
and sufficient for Ri to be characterised as a total preference ordering.

Definition: (Completeness) For all a, b ∈ A, either a R ib or bR i a

Completeness of the individual’s preference relation implies full awareness of the
results of binary comparisons between any two alternatives. It may not happen that an
individual cannot tell, in what relation two alternatives stand against each other. If she
cannot state a strict preference, she has to weakly prefer one alternative or she has to
be able to say that she is indifferent between the alternatives.

Definition: (Reflexivity) For all a∈A, aRia

Note that assumption of reflexivity is abundant for total preference orderings, as
reflexivity is a necessary condition for completeness. If completeness was not
satisfied, but reflexivity, transitivity and anti-symmetry conditions were satisfied, then
the individual preference relation would take form of a partial preference ordering.
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Definition: (Transitivity) For all a, b, c ∈ A, aR i b and bR i c ⇒ aRi c

Transitivity implies that it is impossible to face the voter with such sequence of binary
comparisons that would lead to a cycle in her preferences. The voter cannot rank
choice C strictly above choice A, if she previously stated that A is at least as good as
B, and B is at least as good as C. The assumption of transitivity relates strongly to the
very concept of individual rationality and breaks it if it fails.

Definition: (Anti-symmetry) For all a, b ∈ A, aRib and bRia ⇒ a = b.

Anti-symmetry guarantees that indifference between any two options a and b is
precluded. In consequence, this assumption is the last necessary and sufficient
condition for considered preference relations Ri to be identified as total preference
orderings.

Definition: (Total preference ordering) Let A be a set of finite cardinality and let Ri

be a weak binary preference relation defined on A. Then the ordered set ℜi = [a1 a2 …
am] of all elements of A such that a1Ria2Ria3…am-1Riam is called a total preference
ordering of aj on A. Preference relation Ri defines a total preference ordering ℜi on A,
if and only if the preference relation Ri is complete, transitive and anti-symmetric.
Let us introduce an equivalent notation for a preference order involving m
alternatives. Let it take form [a b c] ⇔ aR i bRi c in case of a strict preference, and
[a (b c)] ⇔ aR i bI i c or [(a b c)] ⇔ aI i bI i c in cases of a weak preference. Let us
further denote the elements in the individual preference order by [r1 r2 … rm], where j
denotes the jth position of an element in the individual preference ordering.

Example 2.1 Total preference ordering Think three possibilities a, b, c and a weak

binary preference relation Ri, which we assume to be complete, transitive and antisymmetric. On this set of alternatives we may think of 6 different preference
orderings ℜi = [r1 r2 r3]. They are [a b c], [a c b], [b a c], [b c a], [c a b] and [c b a]. □

Gibbard (1973) calls “chain ordering“ what we call a total preference ordering.
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Example 2.2 Relaxation of anti-symmetry Think the same three possibilities a, b, c,

but relax anti-symmetry of Ri, while maintaining completeness and transitivity. We
can now think of 13 different preference rankings, which are however no longer
necessarily preference orderings: [a b c], [a c b], [b a c], [c b a], [c a b], [c b a],
[a (b c)], [b (a c)], [c (a b)], [(a b) c], [(a c) b], [(b c) a] and [(a b c)]. □

We materialize the collection of preferences of n parents in a collective preference
profile R.

Definition: (Collective preference profile) A set of n total individual preference

orderings on A with one and only one total preference ordering for each individual i
from N is called a collective preference profile R, such that
R = (ℜ1 , ℜ 2 ,..., ℜ n ) ∈ ℜ nA

where ℜA would be a set of all possible individual preference orderings on A and ℜAn
is an n-fold Cartesian product of ℜA.

Each parent reveals some part, if not whole his preference ordering by rescuing
particular canoes with different relative strengths. We need to aggregate these
individual endeavours to determine, which canoes are saved by the parents, eventually
in what order they are saved.

2.2.2 Preference aggregation
The theory of social choice discerns several approaches to preference aggregation,
which we describe here for reference. In social choice we could aggregate the
collective preference profile either into a ranking of alternatives, or we select a set of
socially best alternatives or eventually we select a single alternative as socially
superior. The structure of an aggregation outcome depends on the particular chosen
technique of preference aggregation. If the aggregation translates the collective
preference profile into a complete ranking of alternatives, we assume this ranking to
be a social preference ordering.
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Definition: (Social preference ordering) Let A be the opportunity set of finite

cardinality and let Ri be a weak binary preference relation defined on A and R be the
collective preference profile. The ordered set S = [a1 a2 … am] of all elements of A,
which can be characterised by a1Ria2Ria3…am-1Riam, is called a social preference
ordering of ai on A, if S is a total preference ordering generated through a preference
aggregation of the collective preference profile R. Let us denote the particular
elements of a social order by [s1 s2 . . . sm], where sj represents the jth position of an
alternative in the social order.

In social choice the preferences aggregation of may be undertaken by the means of:
a) Social welfare functions,
b) Social choice functions,
c) Social choice correspondences.

Social Welfare Function (SWF) (in the Arrowian sense) looks for the same type of

preference relation on the collective level as one is assuming on the individual level.
It is a function f mapping the n-tuples of complete, transitive and anti-symmetric
individual preference orderings into a complete, transitive and anti-symmetric social
preference ordering. Formally we write:
f : ℜ1 × ℜ 2 × ... × ℜ n → S
where ℜ i (i = 1,..., n) are individual preference orderings of n individuals satisfying
completeness, transitivity and anti-symmetry and S is the social preference ordering.
This approach is perhaps best known in the social choice theory due to the famous
contribution of Arrow (1963). Arrow in his work attempted to find a general method
of determining the social preference S, given individual preference rankings ℜi, so
that the social preference would possess the same properties of completeness,
transitivity and anti-symmetry as the individual preferences ℜi. The impossibility
result, involving a set of other desirable requirements on S is in the literature widely
known as the Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem.

Social Choice Correspondence (SCC) is a practical application of reduction in

requirements on the Arrowian SWFs, where for the purposes of preference
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aggregation we are interested only in finding such set of alternatives, which the
society deems “best”. Formally, we construct a function F of the following sort:
F : U × ℜ1 × ... × ℜ n − > T
where U is the universe of all alternatives and T is a set of all non-empty subsets of U.
Given the alternatives, the function F translates the preference n-tuple into a set of
socially best alternatives. This function by construction allows for ties between
alternatives and in its range allows eventually for a case when all alternatives in U are
chosen as “best”. This approach originates in Fishburn (1973) and Plott (1976).

Social Choice Function (SCF) is a special case of the social choice correspondence

allowing the social choice to be single-valued only, i.e. eventual ties must be broken
and a single winner pronounced. The approach is justifiable by practicality in those
cases, when technical circumstances allow for an implementation of a single
alternative only or for an appointment of a sole candidate. Given such circumstances,
the counsel of social choice correspondence is of a limited use to the decision maker.
Gärdenfors (1977) uses the label ‘resolute’ for this kind of social choice functions.
Resolute SCFs provide a justification for the choice of one alternative before all other.
In the social choice theory the Arrowian social welfare functions, social choice
functions and social choice correspondences are typically realised by the means of
voting procedures. It takes a specific voting procedure to aggregate votes into a

voting outcome. Note the difference from “voting”, by which we understand just
stating one’s own individual preference.

The potential loophole in our approach consists in the fact that many voting
procedures allow declaring voting outcomes that involve ties between alternatives.
The generated social ranking would not then satisfy the sufficient conditions for a
preference ordering, because it would break the assumption of anti-symmetry. Let us
consider in such cases a randomisation device, which assigns equal probability to all
potential social orderings that could occur if the tie was broken randomly. Let us
introduce it by the means of a lottery.
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Definition: (Lottery) Let there be K possible social orderings that could occur after

random breaking of all ties involved in a given voting outcome. A simple lottery L is
then a list L = ( p1 ,..., p K ) with p k ≥ 0 for all k and

∑

k

p k = 1, where pk is interpreted

as the probability of social ordering k occurring. In our study we work with
p1 = p 2 = ... = p k = k −1 .

Example 2.3 Breaking ties Think of a voting procedure that has assigned scores 1, 4,

1 to alternatives a, b, c respectively. Allowing for ties, a social ranking would take
form [b (a c)]. Let us therefore consider a randomisation device that gives equal
probability 1/2 to both possible social orderings [b a c] and [b c a] and such decides
about the final realised social ordering. □

Example 2.4 Voting outcomes – majority voting

Let us illustrate the outcome, which would occur if all players stood at the same time
at the riverbank without any informational advantages. Let us employ a Social choice
function realised by majority voting (see section 2.5.1 for details on majority voting).
Each player may state just his best choice and the alternative with most votes wins.
Think of three voters choosing a single option from alternatives a, b, c.
Table 1 – Voting outcomes, majority voting

Votes of 2 and 3
(a, a) (a, b) (a, c) (b, a) (b, b) (b, c) (c, a) (c, b) (c, c)
Vote of 1
Outcome
a
[a]
[a]
[a]
[a]
[b]
[?]*
[a]
[?]*
[c]
b
[a]
[b]
[?]*
[b]
[b]
[b]
[?]*
[b]
[c]
c
[a]
[?]*
[c]
[?]*
[b]
[c]
[c]
[c]
[c]
* The question mark indicates where the social decision is to be taken randomly. All competing options
are assigned an equal probability of 1/3 in the voting outcome determination.

Think of this example as of three parents striving to cooperate on saving one out of
thee canoes capsized in rapids. □

Let us look how the players evaluate particular voting outcomes.
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2.2.3 Utilities associated with the voting outcomes
Utility associated with a selected alternative

The assumptions on properties of individual preference relations allow us to describe
these preference relations by the means of utility functions. By utility function u(ai),
which represents individual preference relation Ri, we map elements from the
opportunity set A into real numerical values. Hence we rank the elements in A in
accordance with the individual preference relation.

Definition: A function u: A→ ℜ (set of real numbers) is a utility function representing

preference relation Ri, if
for all a, b ∈ A, aRi b ⇔ u (a) ≥ u (b).
The utilities are the payoffs that individual i receives, if particular element from A is
selected by the selection mechanism. The value that the individual forgoes is equal to
the value of the second best alternative.

Utility derived from a social preference ordering

A bit more challenging concept emerges, when we want to cardinalise the individual
utility derived not from a particular alternative but from a complete social preference
ordering. We need to construct such payoff function that would reflect both original
individual’s preference and the aggregated social preference order. Payoffs should at
the same time reflect to what degree these two orders agree or how close is the
generated voting outcome from the original voter’s preference. Last, the agreement
between the two orders should influence the payoff function with higher significance
at beginning of an order than as at its end. For these reasons we compare the two
orderings by the means of distance function. We consider a distance function, which
resembles the mathematical Euclidian distance function. Minimization of distance
between the individual ordering and the social preference ordering then corresponds
to maximization of utility of a particular voter.

Definition: (Distance function) Let rj and sj constitute two systems of non-negative

weights attached to all alternatives a j ∈ A of an individual and social preference
order, respectively. The two systems of weights are intertwined in the following
manner: if particular alternative aj is located at the jth position in the individual
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preference order ℜ i , then it bears individual weight rj. An equal weight sx will be
attached to such position in the social order S, at which alternative aj was placed by
the voting aggregation rule. The distance function DiS between ith individual
preference ordering ℜ i = [r1 r2 … rm] and social preference ordering S = [s1 s2 … sm]
is subsequently given by:
m

DiS =

∑ (r

j

− s j )2 .

j =1

Distance function DiS effectively maps the two systems of weights attached to
elements of the individual and social orderings into one real number. The quantified
distance then enters the utility function as its main argument, where utility is
monotonically decreasing in distance:
∂u i ( DiS )
≤ 0.
∂DiS
The distance function hence effectively turns any utility function into a disutility
function from distance.

Example 2.5 Distance function Consider an individual ordering ℜ i = [r1 r2 r3] =

[b a c] and a social ordering S resulting from a vote between n individuals
S = [s1 s2 s3] = [c a b]. Assume that individual i attaches following weights to his
ordering: [b a c] → [3 1 0]. By definition of the distance function, the individual
evaluates the aggregated social order S = [c a b] by weights [0 1 3]. The distance
between the social preference order S and the individual preference order is then
given by DiS = 3 2 + 0 2 + (−3) 2 = 3 2 .□

The weights attached to alternatives in the individual order are expected to be
marginally diminishing or at least marginally non-increasing in j. Nonetheless,
fulfilment of this assumption is not crucial here. Attachment of weights to particular
positions of an individual preference order allow for personalisation of any distance
function.
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Example 2.6 Weights of a distance function Imagine an individual, who cares only

about the first winning option and disregards the order of allocation of all other
options. Such individual clearly wishes that a particular canoe was saved and nothing
further determines her utility. Here one would attach weight r j = 1 for j=1 and r j = 0
for all j≠1. Contrast with an individual, which cares for a complete social order of
alternatives. Her weights are non-negative in the whole social order. □
Any specific imposition (personalisation) of individual weights is necessarily
arbitrary. We nevertheless need to proceed in this direction if we want to analyse the
responsiveness of individuals to an amount of information about other voters’
preferences. The weights that we attach to alternatives shall be unified since now on
for the rest of our study. We assume them to correspond to scores, by which an
individual would evaluate alternatives during Borda’s voting, i.e. the winning option
scores (m-1) points and then the weights attaches to other options are consecutively
falling by 1, with the last option scoring 0 points. (See section 2.5.6 for details on
Borda’s voting.)

Example 2.7 Weights of a distance functions II Think a parent, who ranks five

competing options a, b, c, d, e in an individual order ℜ i = [r1 r2 r3 r4 r5] = [a c e b d].
Let a specified voting procedure aggregate the options into a social order
S = [s1 s2 s3 s4 s5] = [a b d e c]. Vector of voter 1 Borda scores assigned to her
individual ordering [r1 r2 r3 r4 r5] = [a c e b d] reads [4 3 2 1 0]. Voter’s 1 evaluation of
a social order [s1 s2 s3 s4 s5] = [a b d e c] is then evaluated as [4 1 0 2 3]. Distance
function translates the difference between the two orderings into a real number
DiS= 0 2 + 2 2 + 2 2 + (−1) 2 + (−3) 2 = 3 2 . □
Utility from voting outcomes involving tie(s)

Voting outcomes involving tie(s) between alternatives are inconclusive outcomes,
which lead to uncertainty in voting strategic considerations. The uncertainty consists
in random breaking of tie(s) and corresponding varying disutility from distance
between potential social orderings and individual voting preference order. We resolve
the issue of uncertainty by the translating the argument of a distance function into a
form of average distance.
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Definition (Average distance) Let L = ( p1 ,..., p K ) be a lottery, which assigns equal

probabilities to all potential social orders k that may occur after a random breaking of
tie(s) involved in a voting outcome. Let DiSk represent k potential distances of social
ordering Sk from individual ordering ℜ i for all k =(1,…, K). Then

Di = p1DiS1 + … + pkDiSK
is the average distance between the individual preference ordering ℜ i and all
potential social preference orders. Di further enters the distance function as its main
argument.

Average distance is effectively an average distance that occurs between k potential
social preference orders and the individual preference order ℜ i . We chose to
approach the uncertainty issue by calculation of average distances rather than by
calculation of expected disutility from k potential social orderings for one reason.
Disutility from an average distance corresponds to the maximal disutility that
individual may face. Expected disutility is smaller in absolute terms. Consider Figure
1 for graphical illustration.
Figure 1 – Theoretical utility function

Source: own
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In Figure 1, points A and C mark on the vertical axis distinct disutilities from two
different social orderings, where point A represents larger distance of the social order
away from the individual preference order on horizontal axis. Point B then
corresponds to an expected disutility derived from these two distances. Point D
corresponds to the disutility of an average distance. Clearly D marks the upper bound
(maximum in absolute terms) of disutility that may be inflicted upon the individual.
This of course relies on the convexity of the utility function on its negative domain.
Taking disutility corresponding to D as the reference disutility corresponding to
voting outcomes involving tie(s) then allows for comparison and utility maximization
with respect to voting outcomes, which result directly in unique social orderings.
Example 2.8 Normal form representation of a voting game Think three

alternatives a, b, c and think three players 1, 2, 3. Let each of them vote by stating
their most preferred alternative. Let the social order be aggregated by plurality voting,
i.e. the order shall correspond to an order of alternatives with most votes. Table 2
captures all possible social rankings that may occur under all potential strategies of
these three non-cooperating players.
Table 2 – Social rankings in plurality voting

Votes of 2 and 3 (respectively)
(a,c)
(b,a)
(b,b)
(b,c)
(c,a)
Outcome

(a,b)
(c,b)
(c,c)
Vote (a,a)
of 1
a
[a,(b,c)] [a,b,c] [a,c,b] [a,b,c] [b,a,c] [(a,b,c)] [a,c,b] [(a,b,c)] [c,a,b]
b
[a,b,c] [b,a,c] [(a,b,c)] [b,a,c] [b,(a,c)] [b,c,a] [(a,c,b)] [b,c,a] [c,b,a]
c
[a,c,b] [(a,b,c)] [c,a,b] [(a,b,c)] [b,c,a] [c,b,a] [c,a,b] [c,b,a] [c,(a,b)]
Then for each voter, may he have whatever individual preferences we may construct a
payoff matrix by the means of a distance function. Construction of payoff matrices is
the last step needed in composition of a normal form of a non-cooperative voting
game.

Let the individual 1 preference ordering be [a b c] → [2 1 0]. Let Table 3 document
the distances of the generated social orders from this individual’s voting preference.
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Table 3 – Voting distances associated with social preference orderings, plurality voting

Vote of (a,a)
1
a
0.707
b
0*
c
1.414

(a,b)
0*
1.414

Votes of 2 and 3 (respectively)
(a,c)
(b,a) (b,b)
(b,c)
(c,a)
Distance from [a b c]
1.414*
1.759

0*
1.414

1.414*
1.932

1.759*
2.449

1.414*
1.759

(c,b)

(c,c)

1.759*
2.449

2.449*
2.828

1.759
2.449
1.759
2.449
2.828
2.449
2.828
2.639
* marks the best response of player 1 with preference [a b c] to respective pairs of strategies of players
2 and 3

□

2.2.4 Individual information
We have already established that each individual voter possesses certain information
about the alternatives from the opportunity set A, in the sense that he fully
understands what will happen if a particular alternative or a particular social ordering
is selected rather than another and what (dis)utility she will consequently derive from
this selection. In addition to this information we discern a further informational aspect
of voter’s knowledge. This aspect concerns the information that the voter commands
about other individuals’ preferences. The information about other voters’
preferences differs in its amount and profoundness.

We will distinguish three levels of profoundness of this information. The voter can
command information on:
a) only her own preference ordering,
b) preference orderings of some subset of voters (eventually set of all voters),
c) truncated preference orderings of some subset of voters,

The minimum level of information is described by full information only about one’s
own preference ordering. The agent knows then nothing further about other voters’
preferences, which puts the voter into a relatively extreme position with no strategic
considerations, as we will learn later. The position is extreme in the sense that it is
rather common to possess at least some degree of knowledge of other voters’
preference. The other extreme is when the voter knows the entire collective
preference profile, i.e. the complete preference orderings of all n individuals. Such
voting situation offers a wonderful background for individual strategic voting
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considerations. What we mean by strategic considerations we will explain in the
subchapter 2.3.

Majority of voting situations then move between these two informational extremes of
no and with full information of other voter’s preference. The voter can usually
identify orderings of some of her counterparts or only their truncated orderings; say
when she knows e.g. first best choice of other voter or of a group of voters.

Example 2.9 Knowledge of the best option of player 2 Consider example 2.8 and

the generated payoff matrix displayed in Table 3 for voter 1 with preference [a b c]. If
voter 1 knew that the best option of player 2 was e.g. c, she would not need to
consider all columns of other players’ strategies. Her payoff matrix would reduce to a
matrix captured by Table 4.
Table 4 – Reduction in the knowledge of individual player
Votes of 2 and 3

(c,b) (c,c)
Vote of (c,a)
1
Distance from [a b c]
A
1.414* 1.759* 2.449*
B
1.759
2.449
2.828
C
2.449
2.828
2.639
* marks the best response of player 1 with preference [a b c] to respective pairs of strategies of players
2 and 3, while knowing that player’s 2 best option is option c.

Nevertheless, an assumption that all other voters cast their votes in accordance to their
true preference is crucial here. □

Information could be incorporated by further means. If voter i knew rankings of all
other voters and assumed their honest voting, then her payoff matrix would reduce to
one column of the full matrix. As we have seen, if a voter knows ranking of some of
other voters and assumes their honest voting, then her payoff matrix reduces to a submatrix of the full matrix. If voter assumes other voters to act strategically, we can
expect them to coordinate on some of the arising Nash equilibria.
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Let us formalise the notion of individual information: For each voter i from N, let Hi
denote the set of all possible information states, in which voter i may be situated in a
particular voting problem. Let the voters’ information sets be labelled in such a
manner that Hi and Hl are disjoint sets whenever i ≠ l. Let further H* denote the union
of all these sets; that is

H* = U Hi .
i∈N

The above specifications on the information states will we crucial later for the
definition of extensive form game representation and for the analysis of sequential
equilibria. Having specified voters’ preferences, means of preference aggregation,
mechanisms of utility determination and means of informational aspects consideration
we have completed the necessary specifications on voting environment, in which
voters play the strategic games and optimise their voting patterns.

2.3 Voting behaviour
2.3.1 Voting as a collective or an individual decision problem
Voting is an individual act of registering a choice between alternatives, which groups
use to come at collective decisions. In economics voting is used to judge among
Pareto optimal alternatives and emerges to substitute market mechanisms, where
necessary. Voting is used in democratic societies to resolve conflicting situations,
while letting all members of a society to participate in the collective decision-making
by expressing their personal attitudes. Voting generally aims to come at those
solutions, which best fit the collective opinion.

Much of the social choice theory looks at voting from the collective perspective and it
studies the compatibility of fulfilment of various desirable properties of different
voting procedures. Most prominently step up two impossibility theorems: Arrow’s
impossibility theorem (Arrow, 1963) and further interpreted Gibbard- Satterthwaithe
theorem (Gibbard, 1973, Satterhwaite, 1975), unified by e.g. Reny (2000).

Approach of these and numerous following authors focuses on the properties of social
choice functions and correspondences realised by different voting procedures and on
theoretical consequences of their use. These authors forgo the individual view of
voters involved in voting. We provide just a few from a long list of examples dealing
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with manipulability of SCFs and SCCs without intentions of actual reviewing them:
Bandyopadhyay (1983), Barbera (1977), Feldman (1979), Gärdenfors (1979),
Pattanaik (1973), and more recently Barbera, Dutta, Sen (2001), or RodriguezAlvarez (2007). Here we specify, what we shall understand in our considerations
under voting viewed as a collective act.

Definition: (Voting as a collective act) Given a set of alternatives A, and a set of

voters N, and given their exogenously specified individual preferences, which are
assumed to be orderings, the group is required to choose an alternative on the basis
of stating and aggregating all individual preferences or alternatively to produce a
ranking of alternatives from the most to the least preferred (following Turnovec,
2001).

Contrary, numerous empirical studies focus on econometric detection and
measurement of strategic voting in multiparty systems or in systems with numerous
candidates, such are Alvarez, Nagler (2000), Blais et al. (2001), Blais, Bodet (2007),
Fisher (2001a, 2001b), Schmitt (2001) and numerous other. Other studies rely on
simulations of voters’ preferences, e.g. Laslier (2009), economic experiments on
strategic voting show up occasionally.

Last branch of economics related to voting provides microeconomic rationales
underlying either voting turnout or voting patterns including strategic voting. Much of
the literature in this branch descends from rational voter model stemming from
rational choice theory. Rational voter models are well described by Myerson, Weber
(1993), Feldman, Serrano (2006); or Edlin, Gelman, Kaplan (2007).

Definition: (Individual voting problem) Given a set of alternatives A, and a set of

voters N, given information that voters have about other voters‘ preferences, each
voter is required by the act of voting to state her preference, which after all voters

have done so, on the grounds of a settled mechanism will be aggregated into a
winning alternative or into a ranking of alternatives from the most to the least
preferred.
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We have to nevertheless assume that people do vote, by which we avoid the
consequences of the theory of rational ignorance (Downs, 1957; Aldrich, 1997).
Given the probabilities of voting outcomes and the utilities associated with them, we
assume that there are either no costs of voting or that voting benefits derived from the
expected influence on voting outcome outweigh the voting costs. The voters view it
gainful to vote rather than not to vote.

Further point, the collective voting problem is not necessarily solving what is optimal
for the society. It often merely looks for a collective decision. In contrast, the voter in
her individual voting problem tries to determine her optimal individual decision. For
this purpose the voter takes into regard primarily her own utility. The voter does not
care for what is best for the group unless this aspect directly enters her utility
function. Aldrich (1997) incorporates social welfare into individual’s utility to explain
voting turnout.

2.3.2 Sincere and strategic voting
As it was theoretically proposed and empirically shown, voters are capable of voting
strategically, which means “not in accordance” to their honest preference orderings.
The reason is that voter typically has not only individual preference, but also
perceptions of chances of winning of particular alternatives. These perceptions are
influenced by the information that the voter has about other voter’s preferences.

Example 2.10 Strategic voting Imagine a vote between four alternatives a, b, c, d

among 5 voters in Borda’s voting procedure. (See section 2.5.6 on Borda’s voting
procedure for detailed description.) Each alternative earns points for its relative
position in voter’s ranking. If preferences were revealed sincerely, i.e. as they are
stated in Table 5, alternative b would win the vote with 12 points.
Table 5 – Sincere preference orderings, Borda voting

Points
3

2
1

0

Preference orderings of voters
1
2
3
4
5

a
b
c
d

a
b
c
d

a
b
c
d

b
c
a
d

b
c
a
d
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Scores:

a: 11 = 3x3 + 2x1

c:

7 = 2x2 + 3x1

b: 12 = 2x3 + 3x2

d:

0 = 5x0

Nevertheless, if we allow e.g. first voter to react strategically, and we let her know the
entire preference profile of all other players, her best move would involve moving
option b in his ranking to the 4th place, while maintaining “a” at the 1st rank in her
stated rank. That would reduce the total score of b to 10 and cause option a to become
a winner. Winning of alternative “a” would make the 1st player better off than she
would be under sincere voting. □

Minimisation of distance between individual preference and a generated social order
could have been observed also in earlier examples. The proposed minimisation would
involve also misrepresentation of individual preferences, where necessary.

Two kinds of voter’s rationality and voter behaviour therefore emerge:
a) sincere rationality / sincere voting, i.e. voter states her ordering (or her
bets choice) independently from the information about other voters,
b) strategic rationality / strategic voting, i.e. voter states her ranking (or her
best choice), while taking into her account information about other voters’
preferences

Sincere voting occurs either by assumption, i.e. if we simply assume that the voters

do not vote strategically, or it occurs via the optimality of such decision in the
strategic rationality framework, e.g. there may be no way how to strategically
influence the voting results, or it occurs through to a lack of information on other
voters’ preferences, which would allow for a strategic vote.

Strategic voting (tactical voting, sophisticated voting) in contrast occurs thanks to

the possession of information on other voter’s preferences. This information allows
for the creation of expectations on other voter’s voting pattern as well as for the
creation of expectations on the probabilities of winnings of particular alternatives.
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Strategic voting is standardly analysed through the rational choice framework, mostly
because it is the only theory that would predict strategic voting. Fisher (2001a) poses
three criteria to distinguish a strategic vote in constituency elections:
1. Voters are assumed to be short-term instrumental rational, i.e. voter wants
to influence, who wins the election.
2. Vote is different from the voter’s sincere ordering.
3. Vote is consistent with utility maximization, given the expectations of
voting results and the utilities associated with the alternatives.

These criteria in our view capture the essence of strategic voting, although Fisher
(2001a) uses these criteria to find a theoretical voting rule for single member simple
plurality electoral systems. This voting rule nevertheless fits in line with previous
literature: McKelvey and Ordershook (1972), Cox (1997) or Myatt (2000).

Instrumentality of voter’s motivations implies that voter’s utility is affected only by

the voting outcome. Other issues, like the margin of the victory or the order of
alternatives or any other aspects of voting do not enter voters’ considerations unless
they can be translated into the utility associated with who won. If voters derive utility
simply from the act of voting, they are clearly not instrumental. Short-term aspect
restricts the voter’s interest always only on an actual voting situation.

The difference between the actual vote and sincere ordering is the most intuitive

and consistent criterion on distinguishing a strategic vote. Nevertheless, it triggers a
few questions. For example, if a voter with instrumental motivations persuades herself
that it is the ‘best’ to vote for the most probable winners, than the difference wades
away. That would mean that the voter has adjusted not only her voting pattern but also
her preference according to the information she has. The voter might do so for many
reasons, e.g. many voters cling to backing a winner. In such situations it is essential to
make the voter reveal if she would vote in the same pattern if she did not perceive the
probabilities on probable winnings. If she would vote differently with and without
perceptions and information on probable winnings, we face a strategic voter. Luckily,
the concepts of preference and the perceptions of probabilities of winning are
separable in this way.
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Consistent with utility maximization

Since we work in a deterministic framework, where we solve the only uncertainty that
enters our considerations by calculation of average distances, consistency with utility
maximisation means simply voting for such pattern that minimises the distance
between an individual preference ordering and the aggregated social preference
ordering. Many authors propose voting rules, which specify when a voter would vote
strategically in probabilistic frameworks, where probability measures over
alternatives are given (Barbera et al., 2001; Myatt, 2000, 2002; Rodriguez-Alvarez,
2007). A voter should vote strategically here to maximise her expected utility.

To our best knowledge, no authors cardinalise the individual preference orderings and
the corresponding distance from social preference orderings in a way similar to ours,
in what consists the fundamental contribution of our work.

2.3.3 Types of strategic voting
Burying

An example of burying an alternative was provided in example 2.10. Individual 1
having a preference ordering [a b c d] knew that a social preference ordering may be
changed from [b a c d] to [a b c d] by placing option b to the bottom of her stated
preference order. Individual has such minimised the distance between the individual
preference ordering and the social preference ordering to 0.

The basic principle of burying is to let a strong alternative competing with our
preferred alternative earn low scores in the preference aggregation. Burying can swing
much with voting procedures, which allocate scores to all alternatives or base their
aggregation on mutual pair-wise comparisons between alternatives.

Bullet voting

Bullet voting is another simple method of how to make strong competing alternatives
earn lower points. In voting procedure such as in approval voting a voter does not
assign scores to all alternatives that she would otherwise honestly approve, but only to
an alternative that she prefers to strengthen in the vote.
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Compromising

Compromising is the most common form of strategic voting, where a voter perceives
that her best preferred alternative has little chances of winning and thus decides to
support alternatives, which are lower in her rank but compete with alternatives that
are even lower. Many voters perceive this voting pattern as useful voting. In
multiparty environments this approach often leads to so-called Duvergerian equilibria
(Duverger, 1972), where only two strongest alternatives in the plurality rule elections
get votes and third alternatives are devastated by strategic voting. (Niou, 2001)

Sincere rationality induces no choice problem and therefore is of a lesser interest to us
in this work. Strategic rationality, which spurs strategic interactions, leads to revealing
more aspects of voter’s behaviour. The strategic component of the voter’s
considerations incites the analysis of arisen voting situations by the means of gametheoretic tools as was indicated earlier.

2.4 Canoe example in relation with game terminology and our
set-up
The last parent in our introductory story has behaved differently from other parents.
She has already observed certain expressed preferences, i.e. she eventually found out
that her help could be potentially wasted if it were focused according to her true
preference. Contrarily, her help can be redirected more usefully and if she is a rational
utility maximizer, she should act strategically.

The canoe example was set up as a non-cooperative game. Although parents strive for
the same purpose, i.e. to rescue the children, there is no organised cooperation that
would lead a subgroup of them to adjust their actions accordingly to what is best for
this sub-group. Each parent helps for her best end. To set-up a cooperative game we
would rather require a group of people coming with delay to the bank of the river
(rather than a single last parent). They would need to organise their actions
cooperatively and eventually strategically.

The acuteness of the situation forces the players to form their preferences, such that
completeness, transitivity and anti-symmetry can be easily attributed to these
preferences. The utilities depend on several aspects: e.g. number of children in each
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canoe, how many children are yours and how are they distributed across the canoes.
Simply parents form orderings of preferences and evaluate them relatively to possible
ends of the situation.

The information that the last parent gathers comes from observed facts. From them
she can deduce some parts of other parents’ true preferences. One extreme case is the
case of zero additional discerned information. The opposite case would be if the last
parent could deduce the whole collective preference profile.

One of the last two issues confirms that the last parent indeed helps strategically out
of her short-term instrumental reasons; we can hardly accuse her of enjoying the act
of rescue. She certainly does not care at the moment for the future recurrence of the
troubles. She draws the utility purely from the eventual voting outcomes.

Last, the procedures through which the aggregation of crowd’s help occurs vary from
case to case. In majority rescuing, a man can give all his help to the rescue of a single
canoe, in Borda’s rescuing a man gives the most help to his best choice, a little less of
help to the second best, etc. In min-max procedure the crowd will rescue such canoe
the worst showing against other canoes in individual comparisons is as good as
possible. This metaphor of help aggregation is bit more abstract however that is not
important for our considerations. More on voting procedures can be found in the
closing subchapter.

2.5 Voting procedures
Various voting procedures can lead to various voting results and do influence the
strategic considerations of voters; therefore it is always beneficial to specify the
voting procedure in each voting situation exogenously and before the preferences are
determined. There are a vast number of different voting procedures suggested by the
theory and used in the practice. What binds all the procedures in this work together,
are the intuitively plausible democratic properties of all listed procedures. Our
procedures respect the axioms of anonymity (no-one’s preferences are favoured
because of who she is), universal admissibility (any preference profile is admissible)
and neutrality (no alternative is favoured due to aspects different from voters’
preferences).
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2.5.1 Basic majority rule
If we apply the basic majority rule to any situation involving a choice between two
alternatives x and y, then x wins if it gets more votes than y, and they tie if they
obtain the same number of votes. Majority principle of few giving way to the many

conveys a natural alternative to dictatorship in cases, when unanimity cannot get
reached. Majority rule is a trivial voting procedure saying nothing about the cases
with more than two alternatives and its basic principle remains undisputed in the
democratic societies.

2.5.2 Simple plurality voting
Plurality voting is the simplest extension to majority voting and simplest scoring rule
as well. It involves broader range of competing alternatives than simple majority rule,
i.e. three or more. Each voter needs to decide, to which single alternative to assign a
score of 1, while assigning 0 to all other alternatives. Plurality winner is such an
alternative that collects the highest number of votes. Other common names of this
procedure are first past the post or winner-takes-all. There is no need for absolute
majority in this procedure. Furthermore observe that only the first rank of each voter
matters, thus implicitly a large mass of information on voters’ preferences is lost in
this procedure.

2.5.3 Condorcet’s voting procedure
A simple extension of the basic majority rule to a choice involving more than two
alternatives while satisfying many desirable properties is embodied in the Condorcet’s
voting procedure. A winning alternative is chosen by this procedure if and only if it is
not defeated by a strict majority by any other alternative in a pair-wise vote. Such
alternative is then called a Condorcet’s winner. May (1952) shows in his recognised
May’s theorem that a SCF satisfies the axioms of anonymity, neutrality, and positive
responsiveness under the condition of universal admissibility if and only if it is the
general majority rule choice. The problem with this voting procedure is that it is not
applicable just on any voting situation; particular cases may emerge when CVP
selects no winner. Example 2.11 illustrates a simple famous case when CVP cannot
select a winner.
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Example 2.11 Condorcet’s paradox
Table 6 – Condorcet’s paradox - preferences

Table 7 – Table of pair-wise comparisons

No. of wins a b c
Voter no.
1. 2. 3.
st
a
- 1 2
1 best choice a b c
nd
b
2
- 1
2 choice
c a b
rd
c
1 2 3 choice
b c a
We see from the Table 7 that none from alternatives wins all pair-wise comparisons; a
strict majority defeats each alternative at least once. Thus no alternative can be
selected as a Condorcet’s winner. □

2.5.4 Approval voting
If we comply with approval voting, we allow each individual to vote for as many
options as he desires, i.e. he may assign a score of 1 to as many alternatives as he
wishes and assign 0 to all the others. Approving one alternative does not prevent from
approving any other alternatives. The winning alternative is the one, which gathers the
most votes. The underlying motivation attempts to foster truer revelation of voters’
preferences, just because for example in contrary to plurality voting, the voters are not
tempted to vote for other than their most preferred alternative, given that its
probability to win is small, or for other instrumental reasons. In approval voting there
is no cost of voting for an alternative that faces low probability of winning.

2.5.5 Plurality voting with runoff
Just like under the standard plurality voting only first-place ranks enter the count. The
modification is that if no absolute majority is reached in the first round, a second
round of elections takes place. The second round involves a vote only between two
alternatives with the highest scores obtained in the first round. The purpose of the first
round, so-called runoff is to eliminate the least preferred options. The method is
widely used for single member constituencies or for presidential elections.

2.5.6 Borda’s voting procedure
Borda’s voting is sometimes called as well weighted voting. It is a scoring rule, where
the scores are assigned in the following simple manner: given m alternatives, each
voter’s first stated alternative obtains (m-1) points, the second stated alternative
obtains (m-2) points, the third one gets (m-3) points, and so forth, down to a minimum
of 0 points for the worst alternative. The scores are added up across the individuals
and the option with the highest score becomes the Borda’s winner, (see example
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2.10). One great advantage of Borda’s count is that this voting procedure never fails
to select a winning alternative.

2.5.7 Black’s voting procedure
Black’s procedure (Black, 1958) is not demanding on description. It simply chooses
the Condorcet’s winner if one exists. Otherwise it chooses the Borda’s winner, which
as we have suggested always exists.

2.5.8 Hare’s voting procedure - single transferable vote system
In Hare’s voting procedure voters are asked to reveal their full rankings concerning
the alternatives. If some alternative is ranked first by more than 50% of voters, it wins
the election. If none such alternative exists, the alternative with fewest first ranks is
eliminated from the count and the rest of alternatives is being pushed upwards in the
preference lists of the voters. Subsequently, we again determine if any alternative
ranks first by more than 50% of the voters. If so, it becomes a winner. If not, another
round of eliminations proceeds. Eventually, after a number of rounds of eliminations
one alternative must become Hare’s winner or a tie is established in the final round.
Thomas Hare first proposed this voting procedure in year 1861.
Example 2.12 Hare’s STV Let us consider 4 competing alternatives and 5 voters,

whose complete preference orderings are captured in Table 8.
Table 8 – Sincere preferences, Hare’s STV

1st best choice
2nd choice
3rd choice
4th choice

1.
d
b
a
c

2.
b
a
c
d

3.
b
a
d
c

4.
a
b
c
d

5.
a
c
b
d

Table 9 – Shift of the vote in the Hare’s STV

1.
1 best choice d
2nd choice
b
rd
3 choice
a
st

2.
b
a
d

3.
b
a
d

4.
a
b
d

5.
a
b
d

Since any player has not placed option c at the first rank, option c is eliminated from
the count and the preferences are shifted upwards as shown in Table 9. Since no
alternative was ranked by a majority of voters on the first rank, we proceed in
eliminations. We eliminate option d from the rank, since fewest voters have placed it
at the first rank, as Table 9 shows. By eliminating option d, option b gains a majority
of first ranks and thus wins the Hare’s count. The final social ordering is [b a d c]. □
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2.5.9 Coombs’ technique
Coombs suggested a slight modification to Hare’s voting procedure and that was to
eliminate during the rounds of elimination such an alternative that is ranked last by
the largest number of voters. The qualification criterion for victory stayed the absolute
majority of the first ranks in voters’ stated preference profiles.

Example 2.13 Coomb’s technique Take the preference profile displayed in Table 8

from the previous example. Since in Coomb’s technique we eliminate the alternative
with largest number of last ranks, we eliminate option d instead of c, as we would do
in Hare’s voting procedure. Table 10 captures the preference profile after the first
round of eliminations.
Table 10 – Shift in preferences, Coomb’s technique

1.
1 best choice b
2nd choice
a
rd
3 choice
c
st

2.
b
a
c

3.
b
a
c

4.
a
b
c

5.
a
c
b

Now already after the first round of elimination, option b has scored a majority of first
ranks and thus became the Coomb’s winner. In next round option c would be
eliminated, since most voters have ranked it at the last place. The final social ordering
becomes [b a c d]. We can see how a simple change of a voting procedure may lead to
two different voting results. □

2.5.10 Max-min voting technique
Max-min voting procedure requires from all voters to form their strict individual
preference orderings to allow pair-wise comparisons between alternatives. The
procedure first finds a number of individual wins of each alternative over every other
alternative summing the votes across all voters. In other words we construct a binary
comparison matrix across all alternatives. The voting procedure then finds the lowest
number of these pair-wise wins related to every alternative, which equals to finding a
lowest number in a row of the binary comparison matrix. Finally, the procedure ranks
the alternatives according to the retrieved minima. Consider example 2.14.
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Example 2.14 Max-min voting procedure with 4 voters and 4 alternatives

Consider a preference profile of 4 voters displayed in Table 11 and construct a table
of pair-wise wins. Those are displayed in Table 12.
Table 11 – Honest preferences of 4 voters

1st best choice
2nd choice
3rd choice
4th choice

1.
a
d
b
c

2.
c
a
d
b

3.
c
a
d
b

4.
c
a
b
d

Table 12 – Pair-wise comparisons between alternatives

a
b
c
d

a
0
3
0

b
4
3
3

c
1
1
1

d
4
1
3
-

Min Order
1
2.
0
3.
3
1.
0
3.

e.g. first row reads: 4 voters prefer a to b, 1 voter prefers a to c, and 4 voters prefer a to d.

Find the minima from the numbers of pair-wise wins. In our example those are
summarised in column “Min” in Table 12. Rank the alternatives according to the
number of minima. The voting procedure in this way looks for the highest minimum
of individual wins in pair-wise votes between the alternatives, or equivalently this
function chooses those alternatives, whose worst showing against other alternatives is
as good as possible. (Turnovec, 2001) □

2.5.11 Copeland’s voting procedure
The last proposed procedure as well requires revelation of total preference orderings
from all voters. The procedure attributes a number of wins and a number of losses to
each alternative. The alternative wins over other alternative, if it gains a majority of
votes in a pair-wise vote. The alternative looses if it gains less votes in a pair-wise
vote than the competing alternative. The social ordering consists of an ordered list of
differences between a sum of wins and sum of losses of each alternative. Copeland’s
procedure obviously selects the Condorcet’s winner if it exists, because the
Condorcet’s winner essentially collects all wins in pair-wise comparisons and suffers
no losses.
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Example 2.15 Copeland’s procedure Consider a case with 7 voters and three

competing alternatives a, b, c. The preference orderings of the 7 voters correspond to
those displayed in Table 13.
Table 13 – Sincere preferences, Copeland’s procedure

Voter’s preferences
1st best choice
2nd choice
3rd choice
4th choice

1.
a
c
b
d

2.
a
c
d
b

3.
b
a
d
c

4.
a
d
c
b

5.
d
b
a
c

6.
c
a
b
d

7.
d
c
b
a

Table 14 captures how a win or a loss is determined.
Table 14 – Counting the wins and losses in Copeland’s procedure

Comparison a>b a>c a>d b>c b>d c>d
No. of
4
5
5
2
3
3
Votes
Comparison b>a c>a d>a c>b d>b d>c
No. of
3
2
2
5
4
4
Votes
Wins
a
a
a
c
d
d
Losses
b
c
d
b
b
c

Table 15 counts the numbers of wins and losses, determines the relevant difference
out of which the final social ordering is formed.

Table 15 – Final social ordering in Copeland’s procedure

Alternative
a
b
c
d

No. of No. of
Social
Difference
Wins Losses
order
3
0
3
1.
0
3
-3
4.
1
2
-1
3.
2
1
1
2.

Example 2.16 Copeland’s procedure selecting no winner: Consider Condorcet’s

paradox in example 2.11. Here alternative a wins over b (thus it counts 1 win), but
looses with c (it counts 1 loss): No. of Wins minus No. of Losses = 1-1 = 0.
Alternative b wins once over c, but looses with a; final score is again 0. Alternative c
wins over a, but looses with b, 1-1 = 0. Copeland’ s procedure has therefore selected
no winner. □
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3. Voting experiments: Measuring responsiveness of
strategic voting to information
The third chapter is devoted to computation-based simulations of voting. We use
computation-based simulations to randomly generate a collective preference profile of
a set of voters. All but one of these voters will cast their votes sincerely in order to
come at a collective decision, which the residual voter will attempt to manipulate
through her strategic vote. We target to estimate the change in the success rate of
strategic voter’s manipulations, given that her information about other voters’
preferences would shrink. The information that the agent possesses will shrink
because we will assume away some voters were able to vote rationally. In
consequence they will not be able to form their complete preference orderings. They
will instead vote randomly under a specified probability distribution. In closing part
of the chapter we will analyse the informational issues while allowing numerous
strategic voters to interact. Moreover they will not share the information about what
they individually aim to accomplish.

3.1 Methodology
The random generation of a collective preference profile is commonly in literature
called a culture. An overview of different preference generating cultures has been
provided in the exposition of Laslier (2009). From among different specified
Rousseauist, distributive or spatial cultures, the ‘impartial culture’ seems to be the
most adequate for our simulations.

The impartial culture attributes to each individual sincere voter a preference ordering
from among m! strict total preference orderings, where m is the number of competing
alternatives. This agrees consistently with our assumptions on the individual
preference relation. The other essential characteristic is that the culture chooses the
individual preference orderings uniformly and independently. The culture hence
treats all the alternatives symmetrically and learning something about preference
orderings of some voters yields no information about the rest of voters or alternatives.
We obtain a uniform probability distribution over the set of individual preference
profiles.
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Due to the symmetrical treatment of alternatives, we may fix the preference profile of
the single strategic voter by attributing to her an alphabetical ordering of alternatives
[a b c d… m]. The uniformity and independence property of the preference generating
process allows us to choose this approach without the loss of generality.

3.1.1 Knowledge of the full collective preference profile
The role of a fully informed strategic voter is straightforward. She calculates all
possible distances that could occur between her individual preference ordering and the
aggregated social preference orderings and she selects such voting pattern so as to
minimise this distance. We have specified the means of calculating the voting
distance in subchapter 2.2.3.

First the voter evaluates her preference ordering by her individual weights. We have
contended these weights to correspond to Borda scores of m alternatives. She adds up
all the votes of other voters accordingly to a selected voting procedure. She
determines, which social preference orderings could occur given her vote. She
evaluates all these potential social orderings by social weights consistently with an
earlier described manner: if particular alternative aj bears weight rj in the individual
preference order, an equal weight sx will be attached to such position in the social
order, at which alternative aj was placed by the aggregation rule. As a next step, the
voter calculates the respective distances between her individual ordering and all
potential social preference orderings, which could emerge given her vote. Finally she
chooses such voting pattern, which minimises the relevant distance argument and she
votes accordingly.

The voter may do as described for various reasons. First her choice finalises the
aggregation of the social preference ordering, and second she is the sole strategic
voter and hence she faces no uncertainty about voting patterns of other voters.

We shall ask a particular question, namely: how successful is the voter in her strategic
manipulation? That decomposes into how many times did the voter have and how
many times did she use the opportunity to strategically manipulate the voting result
so as to come at a social ordering, which is closer to her preference than an ordering
resultant from her eventual sincere voting? The success rate may be calculated either
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as a number of cases when the strategic voter succeeded to lower the relevant distance
relatively to distance occurring after sincere voting or we may calculate the success
rate as a number of cases when the voter succeeded to manipulate the voting result so
as to make it copy her own individual preference order and thus made the relevant
distance equal zero. In our simulations we shall evaluate the former statistic.

Under full information, the number of opportunities that the strategic voter had to
manipulate the voting result fully matches the number of opportunities that the voter
used. The difference between the two statistics emerges under voter’s restrained

information.

We simulate the preference profile of (n-1) voters and m competing alternatives using
100 000 independent draws for all voting procedures specified in previous chapter
except for the majority voting procedure. Majority voting, as it was earlier specified,
is clearly non-manipulable, since it involves a choice between only two alternatives
and hence yields a trivial result. All simulation codes are provided on a CD carrier
attached to the thesis, whose contents are described in Appendix E.

3.1.2 Information about full rankings of a subset of voters
The manipulating ability of a limitedly informed voter may be hampered by a lack of
knowledge about voting patterns of a subset of the electorate. This may happen, for
instance, when some part of the electorate does not meet all sufficient conditions for
their preference rankings to be classified as preference orderings. Alternative
interpretation says that a part of the electorate may from various reasons behave nonrationally in their decision-making. May it be due to their bounded rationality,

inadequate cognitive abilities, indifference, laziness, should they be constrained by
time pressure, lack of appropriate incentives, or by any other feasible constraint, due
to some of these reasons some voters may not able to construct complete, transitive,
reflexive and anti-symmetric preference orderings from alternatives that are offered to
them. From now on we will refer to such voters as to ‘non-rational voters’.

The individual strategic voter can nevertheless determine some partial scores that the
alternatives have gathered from sincere voters, about which she has information and
which do behave rationally. Nevertheless the voter has to think about all possible
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voting patterns of the residual non-rational voters. We will assume the strategic voter
to know the distribution, in which the non-rational voters do vote. Particularly we will
assume their voting patterns to be distributed uniformly and independently.

Now, we may think of some simple heuristic rules that the strategic voter could use
given her limited information. For instance, we may think her to attempt to
manipulate the partially aggregated social ordering as if it was the fully aggregated
social ordering. Then we could calculate the number of successful manipulations over
the number of all manipulations that were possible if the voter had known the
complete collective preference profile. Nevertheless such heuristic rule could often
lead into situations, where the strategic voter would end up with even worse payoffs
than she would receive under sincere voting.

An other heuristic option is to make the strategic voter calculate all possible social
orderings, into which the partially aggregated social ordering could lead and make the
voter vote according to a min-max principle. That means to make her select such
voting pattern, which would lead to such potential social orderings, from among
which the furthest one from the individual order is the closest one across different
voting patterns. The voter would minimise the maximum distance.

Example 3.1 Min-max heuristic rule Think an abstract case, in which the

manipulating agent can vote either honestly H or has 3 different strategies of
manipulation of the voting result M1-M3. Given information that she has about a
subgroup of voters and given 3 different possible combinations C1-C3 of voting
patterns of the residual voters, she can calculate the potential distances between hers
and the possible final social orderings. We depict them in Table 16.
Table 16 – Max-min heuristic rule for decision making under reduced information
Votes of residual voters

Vote
of 1
H
M1
M2
M3

C1

C2

C3

Distance from [a b c]
2

1

3

4

1

0

3

2

2

5

0

1
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The voter discerns that if the real combination of voting patterns of residual voters
was the one corresponding to C3, her best choice of manipulation would be M1.
Similarly, if the real combination of voting patterns of the residual voters
corresponded to C2, her best response would be to vote accordingly to M3.
Nonetheless, given her lack of knowledge she heuristically chooses one of strategies
H or M2, given that the worst payoff that she could end up with is distance 3, whereas
using M1 she could end up with distance 4 and using M3 she could end up even
worse off with distance 5.□

There are many other heuristic rules that the voter may stick to. For instance she can
simply opt for a pattern that could bring her the highest utility, given a lucky chance.
She would always select such voting pattern, which could lead her to the minimal
voting distance under one combination of other voters’ strategies, but she would not
take into regard other potential larger distances associated with the same pattern but
different strategies of other voters.

Alternatively, the voter could stick to a minimalistic approach to strategic voting. She
would opt for strategic voting only in cases, where the payoffs from her insincere
voting strategy would never be dominated by payoffs accruing to her honest voting.
That means that under any possible combination of other voters’ preferences the
payoffs from insincere voting need to be always higher or equal under strategic voting
than under sincere voting. Otherwise the voter votes sincerely.

Nevertheless to be consistent with our previous calculations, we make the voter
decide for a concrete voting pattern according to a minimalisation of a weighted
distance between her individual preference ordering and all plausibly aggregated
social orderings associated with that voting pattern. The weights would be the
probabilities of a particular combination of voting patterns to take place. Since now it
is not a random chance, but concealed or non-rational preferences that determine the
voting result, the attached weights need not to be uniform.
Example 3.2 Voting under limited knowledge Let us think a voting situation with 6

voters, out of which voter 1 is a strategic voter, other 3 voters vote sincerely, and last
2 voters vote non-rationally. Let us think 3 competing alternatives a, b, c, aggregated
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using a simple plurality rule. Let us assume that the strategic voter possesses
information about complete rankings of all rational players 2, 3, and 4, and naturally
the strategic voter has no information with regard to the preference of voters 5 and 6.
For simplicity, let us assume that the votes of players 2, 3, 4 cancel each other out, for
instance voter 2 votes a, voter 3 votes b, voter 4 votes c. Possible pairs of votes of the
two residual voters and the corresponding social distances are captured in 17.
Table 17 – Decision making on the basis of weighted distances under reduced information

Possible combinations of votes of 5 and 6
(a,a) (a,b) (a,c) (b,b) (b,c) (c,c)
Probabilities

1/9

2/9

1/9

2/9

1/9

Weighted
distance

Distance from [a b c]

Vote of 1

A
B
C

2/9

0.707

0

1.414

1.414

1.759

2.449

1.21

0

1.414

1.759

1.932

2.449

2.828

1.78

1.414

1.759

2.449

2.449

2.828

2.639

2.29

There are 6 different combinations of residual voters’ voting patterns, which
obviously differ in probabilities to occur. Combinations (a,a), (b,b) and (c,c) are more
rare under the uniform distribution of preferences with probability 1/9 to occur each;
combinations (a,b), (a,c) and (b,c) are more probable, each with associated probability
2/9. In such situation, voter 1 should naturally vote sincerely, what would be
prescribed to him by the weighted distance associated with sincere voting. □

To wrap up, the strategic voter under a lack of knowledge about the preference
orderings of some subset of other voters undergoes through this mental exercise. She
calculates the partially aggregated social ordering from the information she already
possesses, she lists all possible combinations of other voters’ voting patterns and
determines their respective probabilities, she determines the weighted distances
corresponding to all of her voting patterns, and finally she votes accordingly.

The questions we ask under limited information look in principle for identical answers
as the question raised earlier under full information. Given a number of voters about
which the strategic voter possesses information, how many times did the agent use
the opportunity to manipulate the voting result into her advantage? How many times
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was she successful in her manipulation, in the sense that the resulting social ordering

was closer to her individual ordering than would be a social ordering from sincere
voting? How many times did she manipulate with adverse consequences, in the sense
that the resulting social ordering was further than would be a social ordering resultant
from sincere voting? How do these answers change, given that the strategic agent
knows of fewer other voters’ profiles? At what fraction of voters about which the

strategic voter has information does the strategic agent lose the ability to manipulate
the voting result? We contrast all these figures to figures obtained from agent’s full
information to obtain relative measures of “successful manipulation”. We again
answer our questions for all 10 manipulable voting procedures as earlier.

3.1.3 Information about uniformly truncated rankings of all voters
The other manner of introducing incompleteness of knowledge of the whole collective
preference profile is to truncate the orderings, about which the strategic voter has
information. The option of limiting the strategic voter’s knowledge through truncation
of other voters’ known preferences makes available a multitude of combinations of
how the orderings could be truncated and for which subsets of voters these truncations
would apply. It is almost impossible to effectively approach all of these different
combinations. Therefore we choose to truncate the known orderings symmetrically
across all non-rational voters.

We truncate the orderings from their end. The strategic voter hence will not know the
precise order of the two, three or more last alternatives from all non-rational voters’
preference orderings. These non-rational voters still vote sincerely to the extent, to
which they are able to form their preference orderings. For instance, their inability to
compare last two alternatives does not prevent them to state which alternative is the
best one for them, if the total number of alternatives is three or more. The assumption
of truncations from the end is reasonable in the sense that the non-fully-rational voters
feasibly do not care for the lower end of the social preference order and they tend to
rather care for the winning or for a number of first few winning alternatives.

The strategic voter proceeds in her decision-making as previously. She aggregates all
information she has got into a partial social ordering. She determines all combinations
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of residual voting patterns that could complement the partial social ordering and their
respective probabilities. Given her own voting pattern she calculates the weighted
distances that could occur, and finally she votes accordingly to minimise the voting
distance.

We study this sort of limitation of strategic voter’s knowledge for all voting
procedures, which take into regard full preference orderings of sincere voters. Those
are namely Condorcet’s voting procedure, Borda’s count, Black’s procedure, Hare’s
STV, Coombs’ procedure, max-min procedure and Copeland’s voting procedure.

Voting procedures, which do not take full preference orderings into account, are
manipulable to at a constant rate, with no respect to how many first ranks the strategic
agent knows. The information about the full orderings of the sincere voters is hence
abundant for the strategic voter.

3.1.4 Cases with numerous strategic voters
The last method of how to introduce incomplete knowledge of the collective
preference profile by an individual voter is to relax the assumption of a single
strategic voter. Whereas previously the strategic agent has lost the information about
particular voters, because we had assumed away their rationality and hence the ability
to form preference orderings, now the strategic voter looses the information about
other voters, because some of them newly became sophisticated voters in the sense
that they no longer vote only according to their sincere preference orderings. They are
themselves capable of strategic utility maximization through strategic voting
behaviour and all assumptions as on the first strategic voter apply likewise on them.
Not to stray away from our subject of study, we do not allow these numerous strategic
voters to vote in coalitions under complementary strategies. That would open too
many new questions regarding to the possibilities of manipulation, which are beyond
the scope of our study.

The strategic voters vote in our simulations individually and simultaneously. They
vote individually, because their preferences may differ and moreover we do not allow
them to communicate them through. Even if we allowed the strategic voters to
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communicate their preferences between each other, they would most probably do so
through a cheap talk, which none would believe. They vote simultaneously, because
we see no reason as of why some of voters should be endowed with an advantage of
playing second or later. We treat all the strategic voters symmetrically.

Regarding informational endowment of the strategic voters, these possess all
complete information about sincere voters’ orderings, given that we assume all
sincere voters to be fully rational and hence capable of forming complete, transitive
and anti-symmetric preference orderings. We place no non-rational voters into this
setting and we rather limit the information of strategic voters by having more of them.
Increase in numbers of the strategic voters, while maintaining constant top number of
all voters limits the individual information of a strategic voter, because as we said,
they are assumed not to know about each other’s preference orderings. They just
know that the preference orderings of other strategic voters are generated
independently from a uniform probability distribution.

We could have let the strategic voters know of each other preferences by assumption.
Nonetheless, such knowledge would lead our strategic voters to search for their
mutual best responses to their strategies and for the corresponding Nash equilibria.
This would again circumvent the strategic voting issues under informational
constraints.

The principal question stays: how many times is the strategic voter successful in her
voting manipulations, given that she is limited in her knowledge by lack of knowledge
of preferences of other strategic voters? How does the success rate of manipulation
change if we add more strategic voters? How many times does the strategic voter

choose a strategy that leads to adverse results? We contrast our results from this
setting with the results from under the cases of incomplete information due to
presence of non-rational voters. These counterfactual results provide a benchmark of
successful manipulations under limited knowledge.
The strategic voter decides identically as earlier: to her the other strategic voters are
just voters, about which she has no information. The strategic voter aggregates the
partial social orderings from the information she already possesses. She lists the same
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possible combinations of other voter’s voting patterns and attributes them the same
probabilities as under the presence of non-rational voters. She determines the same
weighted distances corresponding to all of her voting patterns and she votes
identically as she would vote if other strategic voters were non-rational voters,
because likewise she has no information about them. All strategic voters act
symmetrically in this voting exercise.

What is different is the voting result and corresponding social ordering that emerges,
since other strategic voters do not vote randomly as non-rational voters would do.
Against these altered results we evaluate the success rate of each strategic voter’s
voting manipulation.

3.2 Results
In the following graphs and figures we present (when possible) the probabilities of a
successful strategic voting manipulation, which we have obtained by computationbased simulations of individual voters’ preferences for ten different voting
aggregation rules. We present the probabilities of strategic manipulation for varying
informational degrees; we do so for different numbers of interacting players and for
differdent numbers of competing alternatives. We naturally start by the benchmark
model, which assumes full information of a sole strategic voter.

3.2.1 Results – full knowledge of the collective preference profile
Table 18 provides the complete tabulated overview of the opportunities for strategic
manipulation of a sole strategic voter under full information. As we have already
suggested, the number of opportunities for manipulation under full information
mirrors the number of actual successful manipulations. Fully informed strategic voter
moreover cannot end up with worse payoff by voting strategically than by voting
sincerely. Table 19 and Table 20 present the summary statistics on the probability of
manipulation under full information by number of players and number of competing
alternatives. Figure 2 and Figure 3 graphically outline the evolution of room for
strategic manipulation for all considered voting procedures, related to the number of
players. Figure 4 shows the histogram of probability of manipulation under full
information, for all voting procedures, which are subject to strategic manipulation.
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Table 18 – Optimal number of voting manipulations, full information

Full information

n=2
n=3
n=5
n=7
M=3
*
0.111
0.136
0.159
Plurality Voting
M=4
*
0.376
0.265
0.376
M=3
0
0
0
0
Condorcet's voting
M=4
0.207
0.150
0.124
0.107
M=3
*
0.332
0.432
0.160
Approval Voting
M=4
*
0.684
0.704
0.592
M=3
*
0.222
0.136
0.122
Plurality
w\ runoff
M=4
*
0.406
0.345
0.486
M=3
0.333
0.196
0.232
0.234
Borda' s Count
M=4
0.794
0.578
0.598
0.585
M=3
0.332
0
0.023
0.014
Black' s Procedure
M=4
0.625
0.259
0.316
0.267
M=3
0
0.111
0.137
0.174
Hare' s STV
0.249
0.189
0.272
0.314
M=4
M=3
0.166
0.111
0.114
0.079
Coombs' Procedure
M=4
0.247
0.275
0.254
0.228
M=3
0.166
0.361
0.354
0.325
Max - min Procedure
M=4
0.542
0.541
0.576
0.582
M=3
0
0
0
0
Copeland’s Procedure
M=4
0.167
0.147
0.128
0.109
* For plurality, Condorcet’s and Approval voting procedures, the results are trivial for n=2

n = 11
0.150
0.378
0
0.082
0.289
0.562
0.107
0.474
0.219
0.536
0.016
0.225
0.118
0.305
0.107
0.251
0.282
0.562
0
0.087

Table 19 - Summary statistics for probability of manipulation, full information, m=3
Full information, m=3
Average
Min
Max
Variance

n=2
0.142
0
0.333

n=3
0.144
0
0.361

n=5
0.156
0
0.432

n=7
0.127
0
0.325

n = 11
0.129
0
0.289

0.019

0.016

0.019

0.010

0.010

Table 20 – Summary statistics for probability of manipulation, full information, m=4
Full information, m=4
Average
Min
Max
Variance

n=2
0.404
0.167
0.794

n=3
0.361
0.147
0.684

n=5
0.358
0.124
0.704

n=7
0.365
0.107
0.592

n = 11
0.346
0.082
0.562

0.052

0.032

0.036

0.032

0.031

We observe three apparent and yet anticipated results: 1. strategic manipulation
opportunity levels vary substantially across the used voting procedures, 2. strategic
manipulation opportunity levels for four competing alternatives surpass those of three
alternatives in every simulated procedure for all considered numbers of voters, 3. the
number of sincere voters does not affect the manipulation opportunities, if we allow
for wider confidence intervals, the opportunity for strategic manipulation is shown to
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be marginally diminishing in the number of voters. Let us analyse these points
separately.

1. Levels of strategic voting vary substantially across the used voting procedures

Consider Figure 2 and Figure 3 in this regard. In both figures we can upon a careful
look discern a distinct arrangement of layers.
Figure 2 – Probabilities of manipulation by number of players and voting procedure, full
information, m=3
0.5
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0.05
0

Plurality voting
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Black's Procedure
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Figure 3 – Probabilities of manipulation by number of players and voting procedure, full
information, m=4
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We see that the lowest probability of manipulation can be attributed to Copeland’s,
Condorcet’s and Black’s voting procedures. This comes at no surprise, as these
procedures are exactly the Condorcet- consistent procedures, in other words they
always select a Condorcet’s winner if it exists. The only outlier from the relevant
group of low probabilities is the case of 2 voters in Black’s procedure. Here the
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strategic voter misrepresents his preferences so as to force the procedure to select the
winner on the basis of the Borda’s count; since the number of voters is minimal, the
opportunity for strategic voting appears frequently. The second layer of
manipulability of voting procedures involves three elimination procedures: Coombs’
and Hare’s procedures and Plurality with runoff voting procedure. Although these
procedures are not Condorcet- consistent, the probability of manipulation is only
slightly higher than in the former group. The reason is the difficult process of
consecutive rounds of eliminations, where it is not only necessary for the strategic
voter to find a situation where her vote is pivotal, but moreover she has to find such
pattern of misrepresentation of her preferences, which does not harm her in later
rounds of eliminations through the transferability of points in the preference
aggregation. The last most manipulable layer groups together the remaining
procedures. Those are Approval voting, Max-min voting and Borda’s count.

Approval voting could have been expected to be one of the most manipulable
procedures, since in our design with only strict preference orderings, all sincere voters
vote by one point, whereas the strategic voter selects from among 7 different
strategies in case of 3 competing alternatives: [1 0 0], [0 1 0], [0 0 1], [1 1 0], [1 0 1],
[0 1 1] and [1 1 1] or from 15 strategies in case of 4 competing alternatives: [1 0 0 0],
[0 1 0 0], [0 0 1 0], [0 0 0 1], [1 1 0 0], [1 0 1 0], [1 0 0 1], [0 1 1 0], [0 1 0 1],
[0 0 1 1], [0 1 1 1], [1 0 1 1], [1 1 0 1], [1 1 1 0], [1 1 1 1]. Approval voting effectively
creates on average identically partially aggregated social orders as Plurality voting
does, but approval voting offers more manipulating strategies to the strategic voter.
Necessarily the probability of manipulation is always higher in Approval voting than
in Plurality voting. Objections to the assumptions on the individual preference
orderings come natural at this place. The Approval voting procedure is moreover the
only procedure that effectively allows non-voting to the strategic player. In such case
the strategic voter allocates 1 point to all competing alternatives, which cancel each
other out, leaving the score unchanged.
Beside approval voting, Borda’s count and Max-min voting procedures are
characterised with the highest susceptibility to individual manipulation. The common
feature of these three procedures is that they allow the strategic voter to allocate wide
ranges of scores to individual alternatives. This is natural for Borda’s voting
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procedure, where the strategic voter can by misrepresentation of her preferences make
a particular alternative score by 2 points less or more in case of 3 alternatives or by 3
points less or more in case of 4 alternatives. This property of the Borda’s voting
procedure gives to the strategic voter power to swing with voting scores more
flexibly.

In case of the max-min procedure, the voter effectively swings with the votes by
manipulation of the structure of the binary comparison matrix. Since the procedure
orders the minima of the particular rows of the aggregated binary comparison
matrices, the use of the impartial preference generating culture contributes to arising
of many voting ties between these minima. That does in turn facilitate strategic
manipulation.

Simple plurality voting rule has not been so far mentioned in our comments. An
analogical argument related to the use of impartial preference generating culture,
which fosters voting ties, applies here. Had we been using other than the impartial
preference generating culture, fewer ties would occur in the preference aggregation
and consequently the strategic voter would face fewer opportunities for gainful
misrepresentation of her preferences.
Figure 4 – Histogram of probabilities of strategic manipulation, full information

The considerably higher susceptibility to strategic manipulation of the three aforementioned voting procedures (Borda, Max-min, Approval) manifests itself visibly on
the histogram of the probabilities of manipulation. The three procedures contribute to
the second peak in the probability distribution, just below the 60% mark in Figure 4.
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The Table 21 confirms the different levels of voting manipulation under varying
voting aggregation rules. We use simple ordinary least squares (OLS) regression to
explain the variability in the susceptibility to strategic manipulation. The
susceptibility is captured in the explained variable Prob. The reader should understand
that it is the entries of Table 18, which correspond to our observations examined by
the regression. Regarding the explanatory variables ni captures the number of players,
while m4i is a dummy signifying that we choose from 4 voting alternatives rather than
from 3 alternatives. The rest of the explanatory variables Plurality to Copeland are
dummy variables corresponding to the 10 different voting aggregation rules. They are
included in the (10x10) vector procedi, to which correspond 10 coefficients contained
in the (10x1) vector δ. The formal model can be expressed as follows:
Probi = β ni + γ m4i + δ’ procedi + εi ,
index i does not stand here for the individual voter, but for a particular observation of
the susceptibility to strategic manipulation.
Regression table 21 – Probability of manipulation on predictors, full information
Source |
SS
df
MS
-------------+-----------------------------Model | 9.06521324
12 .755434436
Residual | .482688736
72
.00670401
-------------+-----------------------------Total | 9.54790197
84
.1136655
Prob
n
m4
Plurality
Condor
Approval
Runoff
Borda
Black
Hare
Coombs
Max-min
Copeland

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Coef.
-.005
.250
.155
-.084
.381
.198
.337
.114
.093
.089
.335
-.090

Std. Err.
.002
.019
.035
.044
.035
.035
.031
.031
.031
.031
.031
.044

t
-1.99
13.14
4.36
-1.91
10.68
5.58
10.58
3.59
2.93
2.82
10.53
-2.05

P>|t|
0.051 *
0.000 ***
0.000 ***
0.060 *
0.000 ***
0.000 ***
0.000 ***
0.001 ***
0.004 ***
0.006 ***
0.000 ***
0.044 **

Number of obs
F( 12,
72)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=
=

84
112.68
0.0000
0.9494
0.9410
.08188

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.011
.000
.212
.288
.084
.226
-.172
.003
.309
.452
.127
.270
.273
.400
.050
.177
.029
.157
.026
.153
.272
.399
-.179
-.002

*** significant at 1%, ** significant at 5%, * significant at 10%

The column of coefficients allows us to rank the particular procedures according to
their susceptibility to manipulation. The previously described pattern applies: the
Condorcet-consistent procedures are least manipulable, the elimination procedures
follow, while the scoring rules like Approval, Max-min or Borda’s count are most
manipulable. Use of the Copeland’s or Condorcet’s voting procedures relatively
lowers the susceptibility to manipulation in a given voting situation.
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2. Levels of susceptibility to strategic manipulation for 4 competing alternatives
surpass those of 3 voting alternatives in every simulated voting procedure for all
considered numbers of voters

This result is apparent from the both the regression captured in Table 21 and from the
relative comparison of levels of susceptibility to manipulation across Figures 2 and 3.
The regression table 21 suggests that the susceptibility to strategic manipulation
grows by one quarter, if we let 4 alternatives compete. In other words, if we use 4
competing alternatives instead of 3, there is a 25% higher chance that the strategic
voter comes to a situation where it is beneficial for her to strategically manipulate her
voting preference. Nonetheless, we have to be very cautious not to generalise this
result with respect to the higher numbers of competing alternatives. The pattern does
not have to be increasing in the number of alternatives in the least. A sound
expectation for this pattern would be to be non-linear and rather depend on the
difference (n-m) if not on a ratio of the number of voters and number of competing
alternatives (n/m).

We have moreover seen that the Copeland’s and Condorcet’s procedures were not
manipulable at all in our simulations under 3 alternatives, while they were
manipulable by a positive probability under 4 alternatives. From the summary
statistics in Table 19 and Table 20 we observe a jump in all minimal, average and
maximal levels of susceptibility, when we compare the cases with 3 alternatives and 4
alternatives. The maximal levels jump roughly by 30%.
Table 22 – Two-sample t test with unequal variances
Group |
Obs
Mean
Std. Err.
Std. Dev.
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------m=4 (0) |
47
.3724255
.0278792
.1911299
.3163077
.4285434
m=3 (1) |
37
.1772162
.0183765
.1117801
.1399469
.2144855
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------combined |
84
.2864405
.020462
.187537
.2457424
.3271385
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------diff |
.1952093
.0333908
.1287095
.2617091
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------diff = mean(0) - mean(1)
t =
5.8462
Ho: diff = 0
Satterthwaite's degrees of freedom = 76.2608
Ha: diff < 0
Pr(T < t) = 1.0000

Ha: diff != 0
Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0000

Ha: diff > 0
Pr(T > t) = 0.0000

This difference in means can be also confirmed by the two-sample t test with unequal
variances performed in Table 22. The two compared groups coincide to two classes of
simulated probabilities, group 0 corresponds to the simulations with 4 competing
alternatives and group 1 with 3 competing alternatives. The t test rejects the H0
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hypothesis of equal means, while accepting the Ha hypotheses of unequal means or a
positive difference between the means.

3. The number of sincere voters does not affect the manipulation opportunities
under full information, if we permit just one individual voter to vote strategically

We have simulated the voting processes for 5 different numbers of voters, that is for
n = {2, 3, 5, 7 and 11}. We have chosen these particular values since we focus on
voting manipulation in small groups or committees, where the informational
assumption that a particular voter might know all or majority of other voters’
preference profiles is feasible. We have simulated the voting procedures for odd
numbers of voters (and for 2 voters), so that we would preclude already high number
of voting ties.

Table 21 shows a very slight and marginal negative trend of susceptibility to voting
manipulation in the number of voters. We cannot reject the Ho hypothesis of no
impact of this variable at 5% confidence level, and we have to allow for wider
confidence intervals to be able to reject the H0. On the other hand if we do so, the
90% confidence interval includes 0 as a feasible regression coefficient. The logic of
our expectations for the coefficient to be negative is nevertheless straightforward: the
more voters are involved in a voting situation, the lesser relative weight of one vote
should become, in the sense that the strategic voter becomes less often pivotal.

Judging the different voting procedures separately in this regard would be dangerous
from the statistical point of view, since twice we would consider only 5 observations
and never more than 10 observations. We might not even postpone this question until
our dataset grows by the observations from the reduced informational settings. There
could be found explanations on why the susceptibility to strategic manipulation would
grow in the number of voters under reduced informational settings.

Still, if we decided for evaluation of the n coefficient for different voting procedures
separately, we could only conclude from Table 18 that it is only in Condorcet’s,
Copeland’s and Plurality voting with runoff voting procedures with 3 alternatives that
the susceptibility to strategic voting decreases monotonically in the number of eligible
participants. Such conclusions are rather weak.
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To conclude our inference about the statistical properties of the susceptibility to
voting manipulation under full information, we present in Figure 5 the scatter plot of
the actual values of the susceptibility to manipulation versus the values predicted by
the linear regression. The grey area represents the 95% confidence interval of the
linear prediction.
Figure 5 – Probability of manipulation vs. fitted values, full information

Figure 5 discloses slight differences in the variance between the group with smaller
susceptibility to manipulation and group with higher susceptibility. This observation
is not uncommon, since as we saw in Figure 4 and even previously that there are
much more observations on lower susceptibilities to strategic manipulation, which
tends to be associated with larger variance.

Table 23 – Shapiro-Wilk test for the normality of residuals
Shapiro-Wilk W test for normal data
Variable |
Obs
W
V
z
Prob>z
-------------+------------------------------------------------resid |
84
0.86043
9.972
5.053 0.00000

In Table 23 we perform a Shapiro-Wilk test for the normality of residuals, as a
statistical test about the necessary assumptions for OLS. We fail to find enough
supportive evidence to confirm the normality, which would break one of the OLS
assumptions. Nonetheless we perceive the result of this test only as a supportive
statistic.
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3.2.2 Results - information about full rankings of a subset of voters
The results of our simulations in settings where the strategic voter does not know the
full collective preference profile provide a wider spectrum of aspects to analyse. In
this section the reduction of information consists in letting the strategic voter know
about the complete preference profile except for a preference ordering of one sincere
voter. Our simulations in these settings have yielded results of 4 kinds.

First, we have simulated a probability that the strategic voter attempts for strategic
manipulation. Since the strategic voter does not have the full information, she is

coerced to decide on the basis of the weighted distances (see methodological part
3.2.2 or example 3.2) instead of actual voting distances. The number of attempts for
strategic voting may therefore be both higher and lower than the actual number of
cases when the strategic voter would strategically manipulate her voting pattern had
she known the full collective preference profile. The fact that the voter does not know
whether to manipulate or not, propagates the residual three kinds of results.

We provide the simulated probabilities of occurrence of cases, when the strategic
voter decides to manipulate the result and she acquires the same voting distance as she
would acquire had she known the full collective preference profile. We present this
probability under the title of ‘Maintained best manipulation’. This statistic does not
include the cases when it was optimal for the strategic voter to vote sincerely and she
correctly chose such voting pattern. Only those cases are included, when the voter
under reduced information achieved the lowest voting distance, which would have
been possible in a given voting situation, and which is moreover strictly lower than
the distance associated with sincere voting. As a consequence the ’Maintained best
manipulation’ can be only equal or lower than the number of successful manipulations
displayed previously when full informational settings were considered in Table 18.

Thirdly, an alternative measure of successful voting manipulation under reduced
informational settings was produced in our simulations. We speak of a probability that
the strategic voter under reduced information on the grounds of a weighted distance
chooses such voting pattern, which yields not necessarily the best voting distance, but
nonetheless better distance than sincere voting would yield. We provide the
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tabulated results in Appendix A. In many cases the statistics on ‘Maintained best
manipulation’ and ‘Better than sincere’ do not differ or they differ only marginally.
The reader should understand that the measure of ‘Better than sincere’ could only be
equal or higher than the statistics of ‘Maintained best manipulation’.

Last, in the reduced informational settings we provide a statistic on the number of
cases when the attempt for voting manipulation has lead to even worse voting
distance than sincere voting would lead to. Even this statistic can be considered as
an alternative measure of successful voting manipulation. The residual number of
cases, i.e. (100 000 simulations – ‘Worse than sincere’) captures the number of cases
when the strategic voter decided either correctly to manipulate or incorrectly but the
voting distance was not worse than if she had voted sincerely, or thirdly the cases
when the voter correctly decided not to manipulate are included. In other words, the
complement to the measure of ‘Worse than sincere’ captures the number of cases
when the strategic voter did not bring about worse voting result than sincere voting
would do.

Table 24 displays the summary statistics on the listed four measures of individual
manipulation success. Table 25 then measures the correlations between these statistics
and the statistic on the probability of manipulation under full information, which is
included in variable ‘Prob’. All observations on manipulability for n=2 were dropped
together with the observations for non-manipulable Condorcet’s and Copeland’s
procedures both for m=3.
Table 24 –Summary statistics for measures of individual manipulation success
------------------------------------------------------------Variable |
Obs.
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min
Max
------------+-----------------------------------------------Attempts |
72
.261
.220
0
.749
Maint. Best |
72
.114
.099
0
.359
Better |
72
.129
.119
0
.496
Worse |
72
.044
.057
0
.336
-------------------------------------------------------------

Table 25 – Correlation table for measures of individual manipulation success
--------------------------------------------------------------|
Prob
Attempts Worse
Better Maint. best
-------------+------------------------------------------------Prob |
1.0000
Attempts |
0.7899
1.0000
Worse |
0.4820
0.6781
1.0000
Better |
0.8219
0.9348
0.5989
1.0000
Maint. Best |
0.7501
0.8903
0.6259
0.9627
1.0000
---------------------------------------------------------------
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We shall address the 4 statistics in the following order: first we will comment on the
probability of maintaining the best voting manipulation; where we will among other
merge the datasets under reduced information and full information and we will
comment on the present patterns; second we will continue with the analysis on the
attempts for manipulation and last we conclude with the results on the ‘Worse than
sincere’ statistics. We do not intend to comment on the statistic of ‘Better than
sincere’, whereas here the results are consistent with those of ‘Maintained best
manipulation.’

3.2.2.1. Maintained best manipulation

Table 26 shows the tabulated results on the ‘Maintained best strategic manipulation’
in the reduced informational settings. Figure 6 shows the histogram of probabilities
constructed from Table 26. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the evolution of the
probability of maintaining the best voting manipulation by the number of voters and
by the used voting procedure. Regression table 27 aims to explain the voting patterns
under reduced information by an OLS regression.
Table 26 – Probability that a voting manipulation hits the individually best outcome

Maintained best
manipulation
Plurality Voting
Condorcet's voting
Approval Voting
Plurality
w\ runoff
Borda' s Count
Black' s Procedure
Hare' s STV
Coombs' Procedure
Max – min Procedure
Copeland’s Procedure

m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4

n=2

n=3

n=5

n=7

n = 11

*
*
0
0
*
*
*
*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0.251
0
0
0.331
0.253
0
0.171
0
0.029
0
0.068
0
0.126
0
0.046
0
0.132
0
0

0.062
0.117
0
0.012
0.359
0.264
0.061
0.127
0.099
0.124
0
0.100
0.062
0.100
0.020
0.072
0.114
0.241
0
0.014

0.106
0.156
0
0.021
0.160
0.352
0.067
0.222
0.131
0.156
0.001
0.085
0.060
0.187
0.036
0.098
0.150
0.278
0
0.025

0.099
0.175
0
0.025
0.242
0.357
0.072
0.235
0.148
0.185
0.004
0.071
0.072
0.205
0.048
0.126
0.172
0.304
0
0.031
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Figure 6 – Histogram of maintained best manipulation, reduced information

The results can be summarised in the following 5 points: 1. the levels of susceptibility
to manipulation vary less significantly under reduced information than under full
information; 2. this is associated with a rapid drop in the susceptibility in all
considered voting procedures; 3. the order of manipulability of individual voting
procedures remains nonetheless unchanged; 4. the susceptibility to strategic
manipulation grows in the number of voters under reduced information; 5. the levels
of manipulability are again higher in cases with more competing options. We
approach the first four findings separately.

1. The lower variability in the susceptibility across individual voting procedures

is well observable from both Figures 7 and 8, and could be also documented on a
lower dispersion in the coefficients from Regression table 27. Numerous coefficients
are moreover found not being significantly different from zero.
Figure 7 - Probabilities of manipulation by number of players and voting procedure – reduced
information, m=3
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Figure 8 - Probabilities of manipulation by number of players and voting procedure – reduced
information, m=4
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Noteworthy, having 3 alternatives and 3 players all voting procedures except for
Approval voting became immune to manipulation. Having 4 alternatives and 3 players
the levels of manipulability remained significantly positive.

Regression table 27 - Probability of manipulation on predictors, reduced information
Source |
SS
df
MS
Number of obs =
72
-------------+-----------------------------F( 12,
60) =
59.80
Model | 1.51674706
12 .126395588
Prob > F
= 0.0000
Residual | .126827921
60 .002113799
R-squared
= 0.9228
-------------+-----------------------------Adj R-squared = 0.9074
Total | 1.64357498
72
.02282743
Root MSE
= .04598
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Maint. Best |
Coef. Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------n |
.007
.001
4.22
0.000***
.004
.011
m4 |
.085
.011
7.44
0.000***
.062
.108
Plurality |
.027
.020
1.32
0.190
-.014
.069
Condorcet | -.121
.028
-4.28
0.000***
-.177
-.064
Approval |
.196
.020
9.39
0.000***
.154
.238
Runoff |
.026
.020
1.26
0.213
-.015
.068
Borda |
.016
.020
0.76
0.448
-.025
.057
Black | -.051
.020
-2.48
0.016**
-.093
-.009
Hare |
.008
.020
0.41
0.686
-.033
.050
Coombs | -.037
.020
-1.78
0.081*
-.079
.004
Max-min |
.080
.020
3.86
0.000***
.038
.122
Copeland | -.118
.028
-4.18
0.000***
-.174
-.061

*** significant at 1%, ** significant at 5%, * significant at 10%

2. The rapid drop in the susceptibility to voting manipulation is best observable

from the regression Table 28. Here the formal model resembles the previous models,
apart from the facts that here the explained variable Probi includes both the simulated
probabilities from full and reduced informational settings, and that a dummy variable
(Reduced Info) controls for this difference among the explanatory variables.
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The formal model and the results captured in Table 28 follow:
Probi = β ni + γ m4i + δ’ procedi +λ (Reduced Info)i + εi ,
Regression table 28 - Probability of manipulation on predictors, merged informational groups
Source |
SS
df
MS
Number of obs =
164
-------------+-----------------------------F( 13,
151) =
87.07
Model | 9.87427496
13 .759559613
Prob > F
= 0.0000
Residual | 1.31720199
151 .008723192
R-squared
= 0.8823
-------------+-----------------------------Adj R-squared = 0.8722
Total |
11.191477
164 .068240713
Root MSE
=
.0934
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Prob |
Coef. Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------n |
.003
.002
1.33
0.186
-.001
.007
m4 |
.162
.015
10.56
0.000***
.131
.192
Reduced Info |
-.185
.014
-12.70
0.000***
-.214
-.156
Plurality |
.173
.029
5.87
0.000***
.115
.232
Condorcet |
-.021
.039
-0.53
0.593
-.099
.057
Approval |
.371
.029
12.53
0.000***
.312
.429
Runoff |
.194
.029
6.58
0.000***
.136
.253
Borda |
.253
.026
9.50
0.000***
.200
.306
Black |
.114
.026
4.31
0.000***
.062
.167
Hare |
.128
.026
4.82
0.000***
.075
.181
Coombs |
.108
.026
4.07
0.000***
.055
.161
Max-min |
.278
.026
10.45
0.000***
.225
.331
Copeland |
-.000
.039
-0.01
0.991
-.079
.078

*** significant at 1%, ** significant at 5%, * significant at 10%

The regression suggests the reduction in the knowledge of the strategic voter about
the preference profile of one sincere voter reduces the probability of maintaining the
best voting manipulation by 18%. That is however only a partial result since we need
to take into regard also the coefficients on particular voting procedures and on the
increase in the number of alternatives that have subsided. Lower amount of
information depresses all of these coefficients simultaneously.

The drop in the susceptibility can be also observed in the shift to the left of the
probability distribution of the susceptibility to manipulation, displayed in Figure 6.

Speaking in absolute terms, the susceptibility does not exceed 35% under both 3 or 4
alternatives. Compare with Table 18 and associated Figures 2 and 3. Under 3
alternatives, the level of 35% is only approached by the Approval voting procedure,
where we have pointed out on the substantial asymmetry in the voting rights of the
strategic and sincere voters. Omitting Approval voting, the level of susceptibility
would not overcome 18% under 3 alternatives.
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3. The order of manipulability of individual voting procedures stayed unchanged

We again find the Condorcet-consistent procedures to be least manipulable, followed
by the elimination-based procedures and placing the Approval, Borda’s and Max-min
voting procedures at the highest ranks in the manipulability of the voting procedures.

We may also order the procedures according to the vulnerability of strategic voting
to the reduction in information about the other voter’s profiles. We construct a ratio

of ‘Maintained best manipulation’ over ‘Probability of successful manipulation under
full information’, which gives us the percentage value of the ‘Maintained best
manipulations’ from the possible manipulations instead from the total number of
simulations. The higher is the percentage of maintained best manipulations, the less
vulnerable is the voting procedure to the reduction in information. We present the
ratios in Table 29.

Table 29 – Vulnerability of voting procedures to reduction in information
Variable* |
Obs
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min
Max
-------------+------------------------------------------------------Plurality|
8
.471
.21
0
.66
Condorcet |
4
.149
.13
0
.30
Approval |
8
.705
.25
.36
1
Runoff |
8
.426
.19
0
.67
Borda |
8
.316
.23
0
.67
Black |
7
.219
.12
0
.31
Hare |
8
.463
.22
0
.67
Coombs |
8
.307
.18
0
.50
Max-min |
8
.384
.19
0
.60
Copeland |
4
.173
.15
0
.35
*

(Maintained best manipulation / probability of successful manipulation under full information)

We can see that the order of manipulability of individual voting procedures stays
unchanged exactly because of the extent of vulnerability of the voting procedures to
the amount of information. Those procedures, which are least manipulable are in the
largest extent further harmed by the incompleteness of the information and those
which are more susceptible to strategic manipulation do not suffer that much. Most
vulnerable are the Condorcet’s and Copeland voting procedures, followed by Black’s
procedure, Coombs’ procedure, surprisingly Borda’s procedure, Max-min procedure,
with Runoff, Plurality and Hare’s procedures being least manipulable. Approval
voting procedure stands as on outlier highly above all listed voting procedures.
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4. Under reduced information the susceptibility to manipulation grows in the
number of voters

We infer this finding from the Regression table 27 from the β coefficient associated
with the ni variable. The increasing pattern is easily discerned also from the Figures 7
and 8. We do not have to look for some demanding explanations; the reason for the
increasing manipulation in the number of voters can be attributed to the relatively
lower share of withheld information from the strategic voters at higher numbers of
voters. Knowing less of 1 sincere voter’s profile when there are 11 voters is less
important for the individual ability of strategic manipulation than knowing less of 1
sincere voter’s profile when there are just 3 voters. Hereby we confirm the
vulnerability of strategic manipulation not only to an absolute reduction in the
individual information, but also to a relative reduction.

3.2.2.2. Attempts for voting manipulation

The table of ‘Attempts for voting manipulation’ as explained at the beginning of this
subchapter is provided in Appendix B and is graphically outlined in Figures 9 and 10.
These figures study the number of attempts by the number of players and by the used
voting procedure. The Regression table 30 attempts to explain the number of attempts
for strategic manipulation by an OLS regression.
Figure 9 – Attempts for manipulation by number of players and voting procedure – reduced
information, m=3
0.8
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0.7
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Approval Voting

0.5
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0.2
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0.1
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Max-min Procedure

0
n=2

n=3

n=5

n=7

n = 11

Copeland's procedure

Noteworthy, the reader must not draw direct inference from Figures 9 and 10, since
these figures ignore the correlation between the number of attempts and the actual
probability of strategic manipulation. It is natural that the weighted distances bid the
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strategic voter to attempt for strategic manipulation more often in those procedures,
which are more susceptible to strategic manipulation. The most susceptible
procedures are those that are most often attempted to be manipulated. On the other
hand, regressing the number of attempts on the probability of voting manipulation
induces endogeneity issues, since both variables are caused by third factors, such as
by the number of voters, by the relative amount of withheld information, etc.
Figure 10 – Attempts for manipulation by number of players and voting procedure – reduced
information, m=4
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The formal model used for drawing inference about the number of attempts for
strategic manipulation hence puts on the left side of the regression the ratio of the
number of attempts over the probability of strategic manipulation under full
information. This ratio is captured in the variable (Rel. Attempts). The formal model
and the results follow:
(Rel. Atempts)i =

Attemptsi
= β ni + γ m4i + δ’ procedi + εi ,
Pr obi

Regression table 30 – Number of attempts for manipulation on predictors, reduced information
Source |
SS
df
MS
Number of obs =
63
-------------+-----------------------------F( 12,
51) = 165.62
Model | 505.076542
12 42.0897118
Prob > F
= 0.0000
Residual | 12.9608789
51 .254134881
R-squared
= 0.9750
-------------+-----------------------------Adj R-squared = 0.9691
Total | 518.037421
63 8.22281621
Root MSE
= .50412
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Rel.Attempts |
Coef. Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------n |
-.058
.022
-2.58
0.013**
-.104
-.013
m4 |
-.008
.139
-0.06
0.949
-.288
.270
Plurality |
2.33
.270
8.65
0.000***
1.794
2.878
Condorcet |
3.04
.379
8.02
0.000***
2.280
3.803
Approval |
2.48
.250
9.95
0.000***
1.985
2.989
Runoff |
2.11
.270
7.84
0.000***
1.575
2.660
Borda |
3.69
.270
13.69
0.000***
3.155
4.239
Black |
6.26
.291
21.51
0.000***
5.679
6.849
Hare |
2.20
.270
8.17
0.000***
1.664
2.749
Coombs |
2.75
.270
10.19
0.000***
2.209
3.294
Max-min |
2.77
.270
10.28
0.000***
2.233
3.318
Copeland |
2.94
.361
8.13
0.000***
2.214
3.665
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From the Regression table 30 we can say that there are only few voting procedures
where the relative number of attempts significantly differs from other procedures. In
other words, the strategic agent attempts relatively for strategic manipulation in
majority of procedures to a comparable extent. Majority of coefficients accruing to
individual voting procedures fall into the 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients
of other voting procedures. Only Black’s and Borda’s procedures differ from the other
procedures in this respect, and their relative number of attempts for manipulation is
higher. Nevertheless, as we will see only in the case of Black’s procedure this
increased number of attempts leads eventually also to an increased number of adverse
outcome of strategic manipulation.

As a positive result we view also the independence of the number of attempts on the
used number of competing alternatives. The strategic agent opts for the relative
number of attempts irrespective of the number of alternatives, which makes her
decision making consistent.

Thirdly, we decrease in the relative number of attempts in the number of voters can be
interpreted as a getting more exact in attempting for manipulation, which we perceive
just as well positively.

Overall, we can see that the number of attempts exceeds the number of cases when
voting manipulation was optimal by twofold or even more. Luckily for the strategic
voter, in cases when she attempts for a voting manipulation and she does not succeed
she brings about either a result that is equally good as sincere voting would yield or is
even better than sincere voting although it might not be the best manipulating option.
The cases when these eventualities did not occur are described in the following last
section.

3.2.2.3 Adverse consequences of attempting for strategic manipulation

The tabulated results for the number of voting outcomes, which are ‘Worse than
sincere’ voting would deliver are provided in Appendix C. The graphical outline of
these results sorted by the number of voters and by the used voting procedure is
provided in Figures 11 and 12. Regression table 31 explains the results throgh an OLS
regression.
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Figure 11 Probability of manipulation into a worse than sincere outcome by number of players
and voting procedure – reduced information, m=3
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Figure 12 - Probability of manipulation into a worse than sincere outcome by number of players
and voting procedure – reduced information, m=4
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Absolutely speaking, the voting outcome is worse than sincere voting would yield in
5% of simulated voting situations when we are selecting from 3 alternatives or the
outcome is worse in 15% of situations when we are selecting from 4 alternatives. This
percentage appears as a relatively small price to be paid for attempting for voting
manipulation,

given

how

many times

the

strategic

agent

succeeded

in

misrepresentation of her preferences. Moreover, since the strategic agent decides on a
basis of a weighted distance, she might have come in the end to a worse result than
sincere voting would yield, nonetheless the associated voting distance is most
probably not that much different from the distance associated with sincere voting.
Speaking of relative figures, we relate the number of ‘Worse than sincere outcomes’
to the number of actual cases when voting manipulation was optimal. We capture the
ratio of these two variables in a variable (Rel.Worse)i. We do so for the potential
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endogeneity problems between the two variables, just as previously between the
number of attempts and the number of actual opportunities for manipulation. The
regression equation uses identical explanatory variables. The formal model follows:
(Rel. Worse)i =

Worsei
= β ni + γ m4i + δ’ procedi + εi ,
Pr obi

Regression table 31 - Probability of manipulation into a worse than sincere outcome on
predictors, reduced information
Source |
SS
df
MS
Number of obs =
63
-------------+-----------------------------F( 12,
51) =
17.68
Model | 1.92406925
12 .160339104
Prob > F
= 0.0000
Residual | .462447355
51 .009067595
R-squared
= 0.8062
-------------+-----------------------------Adj R-squared = 0.7606
Total |
2.3865166
63 .037881216
Root MSE
= .09522
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Rel. worse |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------n |
-.017
.004
-4.14
0.000***
-.026
-.009
m4 |
.084
.026
3.22
0.002***
.031
.137
Plurality |
.348
.051
6.84
0.000***
.246
.451
Condorcet |
.106
.071
1.48
0.145
-.037
.249
Approval |
.219
.047
4.64
0.000***
.124
.314
Runoff |
.224
.051
4.40
0.000***
.122
.327
Borda |
.210
.051
4.12
0.000***
.107
.312
Black |
.226
.055
4.12
0.000***
.116
.337
Hare |
.197
.051
3.88
0.000***
.095
.300
Coombs |
.261
.051
5.12
0.000***
.158
.363
Max-min |
.200
.051
3.92
0.000***
.097
.302
Copeland |
.189
.068
2.77
0.008***
.052
.326

We see that the voting procedures are not statistically distinguishable between each
other in the regard of how many ‘Relative worse than sincere’ outcomes they deliver.
In other words the strategic agent selects on average the unsatisfactory voting pattern
in a similar extent across all voting procedures.

We observe that the number of relatively worse outcomes is diminishing in the
number of voters. A careful reader has noticed, that to an increased number of voters
we have previously attributed an increasing exactness of attempting for strategic
manipulation. Now we discover, that the increase in exactness extends also on the
ability of attempting for such voting patterns, which do not harm the individual
strategic voter relatively to her sincere voting. This increase may originate in the
lowest relative share of withheld information at higher numbers of voters.
The selection of unsatisfactory voting patterns is higher when selecting from 4
competing alternatives. We nevertheless find no motivation for this result.
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4. Conclusions
Strategic voting is not only an act predicted by the economic theoretical models but
also empirically manifested and widely observed pattern of the voting behavior. The
sophisticated voters, who out of their short-term instrumental motivations want to best
influence the election result, misrepresent in the elections their individual voting
preferences in the expectation of manipulating the aggregated social preference order
into an order, which would reflect their own sincere wishes as closely as possible. On
the other hand, the strategic voters in their effort for best influencing the outcome
stumble upon different impediments of the voting situation.

This study has taken the effort to computationally simulate 10 different voting
procedures for small numbers of voters and small numbers of competing alternatives
so as to study the vulnerability of these procedures to strategic voting. This was
followed by a study of vulnerability of strategic voting to the variation in the amount
of information that the individual agents possessed.

The susceptibility to strategic voting manipulation was found to be a subtly
diminishing function of the number of election participants and an increasing function
of the number of voting alternatives. All procedures could be characterised by their
own specific extent to which they were susceptible to voting manipulation. The
procedure-specific extent of manipulation was in turn dependent on the amount of
information that the procedure typically requires from a participating agent to
disclose, in combination with the strictness of the voting procedure, which is the
amount of points that the procedure allows the agent to manipulate with. Least
susceptible voting procedures were the Condorcet-consistent procedures: Black’s,
Copeland’s and Condorcet’s procedure itself. The second group of relatively more
susceptible voting procedures involved three elimination procedures: Coombs’,
Hare’s and Plurality with runoff voting procedures. As the most manipulable
procedures were found the plurality voting procedure, approval voting procedure,
max-min voting procedure and Borda’s count.

If the strategic agent has had a full access to the information about other voters’
voting patterns, the opportunity for a strategic manipulation has occurred in up to 80%
of cases, although the average moved around 15% for 3 competing alternatives and
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40% for 4 competing alternatives. Once we have stripped the agent from the full
knowledge of the collective preference profile, we have confirmed the vulnerability of
strategic voting to both an absolute and relative reduction in the amount of
information. Having withhold information from the strategic agent about just one
sincerely voting agent has reduced the number of cases, when the strategic agent was
able to correctly choose the best manipulating voting pattern, by approx. 15-30 %.
The precision of selection of the best manipulating voting pattern was decreasing in
the relative amount of information withheld from the strategic agent. Consistently, the
agent has more often ended up with worse payoff than sincere voting would yield,
when a relatively larger share of information was withheld from her.

There is much work left undone in this field, which is mostly related to the alternative
specifications of the preference generating cultures or to the means of withholding
information from the strategic voter, not speaking of the cases with numerous
strategic voters. Having formed the theoretical predictions, the future research may
aim at the design of economic experiments simulating the voting environment suitable
for strategic voting under varying informational settings. Nonetheless, these issues are
beyond the scope of our work.
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Appendix A Alternative measure of manipulation
Table 32 – Probability of a voting manipulation to hit individually better outcome than sincere
voting would do

Better than sincere
Plurality Voting
Condorcet's voting
Approval Voting
Plurality
w\ runoff
Borda' s Count
Black' s Procedure
Hare' s STV
Coombs' Procedure
Max - min Procedure
Copeland’s Procedure

m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4

n=2
*
*
0
0
*
*
*
*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

n=3
0
0.251
0
0
0.331
0.496
0
0.171
0
0.040
0
0.091
0
0.126
0
0.046
0
0.235
0
0

n=5
0.062
0.117
0
0.012
0.359
0.315
0.061
0.130
0.099
0.175
0
0.144
0.062
0.103
0.020
0.073
0.114
0.314
0
0.015

n=7
0.106
0.156
0
0.021
0.160
0.439
0.067
0.239
0.131
0.211
0.001
0.121
0.060
0.187
0.036
0.105
0.150
0.337
0
0.025

n = 11
0.099
0.175
0
0.026
0.242
0.407
0.072
0.247
0.148
0.238
0.004
0.099
0.072
0.208
0.048
0.135
0.172
0.353
0
0.032
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Appendix B Number of attempts for strategic
manipulation, reduced information
Table 33 – Number of attempts for voting manipulation, reduced information

Attempts for
manipulation
Plurality Voting
Condorcet's voting
Approval Voting
Plurality
w\ runoff
Borda' s Count
Black' s Procedure
Hare' s STV
Coombs' Procedure
Max - min Procedure
Copeland’s Procedure

m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4

n=2

n=3

n=5

n=7

n = 11

*
*
0
0
*
*
*
*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0.498
0
0
0.667
0.749
0
0.248
0
0.120
0
0.449
0
0.257
0
0.088
0
0.505
0
0

0.149
0.203
0
0.032
0.592
0.542
0.109
0.185
0.291
0.429
0
0.530
0.111
0.130
0.057
0.194
0.184
0.627
0
0.049

0.209
0.251
0
0.052
0.374
0.729
0.132
0.338
0.375
0.527
0.007
0.470
0.134
0.265
0.083
0.234
0.277
0.666
0
0.066

0.205
0.290
0
0.065
0.419
0.707
0.146
0.397
0.422
0.616
0.019
0.410
0.151
0.338
0.110
0.239
0.347
0.671
0
0.080
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Appendix C Cases with worse outcomes than sincere
voting would yield
Table 34 - Probability of voting manipulation to hit individually worse outcome than sincere
voting would do

Worse than sincere
Plurality Voting
Condorcet's voting
Approval Voting
Plurality
w\ runoff
Borda' s Count
Black' s Procedure
Hare' s STV
Coombs' Procedure
Max - min Procedure
Copeland’s Procedure

m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4
m=3
m=4

n=2
*
*
0
0
*
*
*
*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

n=3
0
0.247
0
0
0.336
0.061
0
0.077
0
0.027
0
0.156
0
0.130
0
0.021
0
0.133
0
0

n=5
0.037
0.058
0
0.0006
0.111
0.050
0
0.043
0.041
0.063
0
0.108
0
0.017
0.018
0.052
0.009
0.122
0
0.011

n=7
0.040
0.085
0
0.001
0
0.066
0.007
0.079
0.042
0.072
0
0.080
0
0.034
0.002
0.030
0.011
0.108
0
0.010

n = 11
0.022
0.069
0
0.008
0.047
0.067
0.002
0.076
0.033
0.058
0.001
0.057
0
0.028
0.016
0.041
0.011
0.082
0
0.009
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Appendix D Exemplar Matlab code of computationbased simulations: Borda voting, n=11, m=3
clc;
clear;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Borda Voting %%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%logic : first we evaluated voter 1 HONEST preference by borda scores V1
%
second we evalaute voter 2&3.... HONEST preference by scores V2&V3...
%
third we evaluate voter 1 CHEATING preference by plurality scores K1
%
we sum 2&3 HONEST + CHEATING 1 preference to obtain social scores “Sc”
%
we determine what social ranking occured
%
we evaluate the social ranking by Borda scores S
%
last
we calculate the distance between V1 and S
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
m=3;
n=11;
simul=100000;
V1=[2 1 0];

%number
%number
%number
%points

success=0;
ASIF=0;
Worse=0;
Fullwin=0;
Better=0;
Weakmanip=0;

%
%
%
%
%
%

of choices (a b c d)
of players (1 2 3...)
of simulations
received from HONEST player 1 in terms of [a b c]

number of successful manipulations
number of attempts for voting manipulation
worse than sincere
maintained best manipulation
better than sincere not necessarily best
better than sincere, never best

for j=1:1:simul;

% 100000 simulations of residual voters profiles

success1=success;
ASIF1=ASIF;
Worse1=Worse;
Fullwin1=Fullwin;
Better1=Better;
Weakmanip1=Weakmanip;

% auxiliary counters

V2=randperm(m)-[1 1 1];
V3=randperm(m)-[1 1 1];
V4=randperm(m)-[1 1 1];
V5=randperm(m)-[1 1 1];
V6=randperm(m)-[1 1 1];
V7=randperm(m)-[1 1 1];
V8=randperm(m)-[1 1 1];
V9=randperm(m)-[1 1 1];
V10=randperm(m)-[1 1 1];
V11=randperm(m)-[1 1 1];

% random preference generator

%V11 is voter about which strategic has no information

V11b=[2 1 0; 2 0 1; 1 2 0; 1 0 2; 0 2 1; 0 1 2];
for w1=1:1:6
if V11b(w1,:)==V11
V11b(w1,:)=[];
% list of other strategies
break
end
end
V11c=[V11; V11b];
%1st row is true strategy, other rows other possible strategies
for k = 1:1:6
V11d=V11c(k,:);
for i= 1:1:6;

% i picks one cheating option for strategic player

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%% Evaluation of Voter 1 CHEATED preference in Borda scores %%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
K=[2 1 0; 2 0 1; 1 2 0; 1 0 2; 0 2 1; 0 1 2];
K1=K(i,:); %CHEATED individual preferences of 1
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%Social scores %%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Sc=K1+V2+V3+V4+V5+V6+V7+V8+V9+V10+V11d;
s1=Sc(1,1);
s2=Sc(1,2);
s3=Sc(1,3);

%Social score matrix
%Respective elements of the matrix

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 13 cases of different possible social rankings follow %%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% 1. case: A=B=C
%% social distance is an equally weighted distance from 6 strict orders that may occur
if (s1==s2)&&(s2==s3)
S1=[2 1 0];
S2=[1 2 0];
S3=[2 0 1];
S4=[1 0 2];
S5=[0 1 2];
S6=[0 2 1];
%Euclidian distance between social orders and individual preference of V1
Distan=((1/6)*((S1(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S1(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S1(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5)+((1/6)*((S2(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S2(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S2(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5)+((1/6)*((S3(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S3(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S3(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5)+((1/6)*((S4(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S4(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S4(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5)+((1/6)*((S5(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S5(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S5(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5)+((1/6)*((S6(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S6(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S6(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5);
%% 2. case A>C>B
elseif (s1>s3)&&(s3>s2)
S=[2 0 1];
%Euclidian distance
Distan=((S(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S(1,3)-V1(1,3))^2)^(1/2);
%% 3. case A>B=C
elseif (s1>s2)&&(s2==s3)
S1=[2 0 1];
S2=[2 1 0];
%Euclidian distance
Distan=(0.5*((S1(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S1(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S1(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5)+(0.5*((S2(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S2(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S2(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5);
%% 4. case A>B>C
elseif (s1>s2)&&(s2>s3)
S=[2 1 0];
%Euclidian distance
Distan=((S(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S(1,3)-V1(1,3))^2)^(1/2);
%% 5. case B>A=C
elseif (s2>s1)&&(s1==s3)
S1=[0 2 1];
S2=[1 2 0];
%Euclidian distance
Distan=(0.5*((S1(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S1(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S1(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5)+(0.5*((S2(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S2(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S2(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5);
%% 6. case B>A>C
elseif (s2>s1)&&(s1>s3)
S=[1 2 0];
%Euclidian distance
Distan=((S(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S(1,3)-V1(1,3))^2)^(1/2);
%% 7. case C>A=B
elseif (s3>s1)&&(s1==s2)
S1=[0 1 2];
S2=[1 0 2];
%Euclidian distance
Distan=(0.5*((S1(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S1(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S1(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5)+(0.5*((S2(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S2(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S2(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5);
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%% 8. case C>A>B
elseif (s3>s1)&&(s1>s2)
S=[1 0 2];
%Euclidian distance
Distan=((S(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S(1,3)-V1(1,3))^2)^(1/2);
%% 9. case B>C>A
elseif (s2>s3)&&(s3>s1)
S=[0 2 1];
%Euclidian distance
Distan=((S(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S(1,3)-V1(1,3))^2)^(1/2);
%% 10. case C>B>A
elseif (s3>s2)&&(s2>s1)
S=[0 1 2];
%Euclidian distance
Distan=((S(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S(1,3)-V1(1,3))^2)^(1/2);
%% 11. case A=B>C
elseif (s1==s2)&&(s2>s3)
S1=[2 1 0];
S2=[1 2 0];
Distan=(0.5*((S1(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S1(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S1(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5)+(0.5*((S2(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S2(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S2(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5);
%% 12. case A=C>B
elseif (s1==s3)&&(s1>s2)
S1=[2 0 1];
S2=[1 0 2];
Distan=(0.5*((S1(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S1(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S1(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5)+(0.5*((S2(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S2(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S2(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5);
%% 13. case B=C>A
elseif (s2==s3)&&(s2>s1)
S1=[0 2 1];
S2=[0 1 2];
Distan=(0.5*((S1(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S1(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S1(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5)+(0.5*((S2(1,1)-V1(1,1))^2+(S2(1,2)-V1(1,2))^2+(S2(1,3)V1(1,3))^2)^0.5);
end
R(i,k)=Distan;
end
end

% of i
% of k

R1=(sum(R')/k)';
ASIFmin=min(R1);
ASIF2=find(ASIFmin==R1);
project=R(ASIF2,1);

%average distance
%finds minimum from the average distances
% cell into which ASIF manipulation projects into R matrix

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%% Counters of manipulation %%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
ind= find (R(:,1)<R(1,1));
if ind~=0;
success= success1+1;
Truemin=min(R(ind,1));
if Truemin==project
Fullwin=Fullwin1+1;
else
Fullwin=Fullwin1;
end

%indicates room for true manipulation
%counts number of successful manipulations
%fullwin: project == real manpiulating option,

if Truemin<min(project) && R(1,1)>min(project)
Weakmanip=Weakmanip1+1;
% Weakmanip counts cases better than sincere but
% worse than the best
else
Weakmanip=Weakmanip1;
end
else
success=success1;
end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Counter for attempts %%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
ind2= find (R1<R1(1,1));
% R1 matrix indicates you should manipulate
if ind2~=0;
ASIF= ASIF1+1
;
% counts number of performed manipulations
else
ASIF=ASIF1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% Counter of Losses %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if project>R(1,1)
% project has lead to worse option than is sincere voting
Worse=Worse1+1;
else
Worse=Worse1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%% Counter of Wins %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if project<R(1,1)
% project has chosen better option than sincere voting
Better=Better1+1;
else
Better=Better1;
end
end % of 100000 repetitions
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%% RESULTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
disp('number of times that there was opportunity for strategic voting')
success
disp('number of times that strategic voter attempted for strategic voting')
ASIF
disp('number of times that strategic voter rather did not attempt for strategic
voting')
RatherSincere=1000-ASIF
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% WRT to best manip option %%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
disp('number of times that strategic voter hit by ASIF the best manipulating option')
Fullwin
disp('strategic voter voted better than sincere but worse than the best option')
Weakmanip
disp('either best or other better option than sincere voting')
BothGood=Fullwin+Weakmanip
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% WRT sincere voting %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
disp('number of times that strategic voter voted worse than sincere voting')
Worse
disp('number of times that strategic voter voted better than sincere voting')
Better
disp('number of times that strategic voter selected sincere voting or equally good
strategy')
Equall_or_better=simul-Worse % in (100 000 - Loss) cases projection yields better or
equally good result than sincere voting
t=linspace(0,4,4000);
y=sin(400*2*pi*t);
sound(y,10000);
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Appendix E CD carrier with Matlab simulation codes,
Stata data files, Stata code
The CD carrier carries beside a copy of the diploma thesis also two folders, in which
we include the Matlab code for our voting simulations. The first folder includes the
simulation code for all considered voting procedures under full informational settings.
The name of a particular Matlab .m files indicates the used voting procedure, the used
number of alternatives and currently used number of voters as follows:
Name: simulation_Procedure_Voters_x_Alternatives.m

The second folder includes the simulation codes for the environment of incomplete
information. The generic name of a particular Matlab .m file follows:
Name: incomplete_Procedure_Voters_x_Alternatives.m

Apart form the simulation codes we include on the CD carrier also manually gathered
results from the voting simulations contained in three Stata data files. They
correspond to the two voting environments of full or incomplete information. To each
of the three Stata data files corresponds a Stata code, which performs the regressions
and inference presented in the thesis.
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